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111. 

iv. 

DITERS GEKEI H 

Oat afekrifte van die etulc.ke voor die ter tafel 
l~gginq no gou •oontlik aan die pers, aekere lede 
van d.i.e Regerinq, en lede van die opposisie onder 
die verstandhouding van die embargo beskiltbaar ge
atel aal word, 

Oat die Staatspresident nie aan die debat ■elf be
boort deel te neem nie maar ctat hy -vel in 41e loop 
van 'n •stand van die Republiek•-toespraa.lt by •n 
gesamentlike eitting van die drie Bui1e vaar hy on
der andere die Veiligheidsituasie aanraak, na die 
IC&Memeyer-verslag kan vervya. 

Die aem.orandum vat oor die Jtannemeyer-verslag opgestel 
Yord, 1Doet vooraf egter deur die MinisterU!le JCom.itee vat 
deur die Staatspresident aangestel is, Uitgeklaar vord. 

Adjunk-adnister Hel ■al die persaangeleenthede hanteer. 

AGENDA-J:TEM 4 : SOIDWES•AFRUA 

Minister Botha lig die vergadering in oor die jongate stand van 
die gesprekke met die VSA en vra die Staatreiligheidsraad ae 
aanbeveling om met die volgende riglyne vir •n antwoord aan die 
VSA na die Staat.spresident te gaan: 

dat ons nie tevrede is met die nuwe voorstelle vat die 
VSA -an ons ~•ale bet Die. In ons opinie is dit 'n af
vyking van die oorspronklike ooreenkoms, 

dat die Jtuba.ne in Angola teen die tyd dat verJciesings in 
Suidwe..,.Afrika 1110et plaasvind, nie meer as 6000 moet veea 
nie, 

c. 4at hierdie 6000 verder Noord as die 10• breedtegraac! 
• oet veea, 

d, dat 41e Jtubane tvaalf tM&nde nadat die proses begin bet 
nie meer as 3000 ••l tel nie en dat ons bereid ~• om die 
3000 tvee jaar l.ank bokant die 10• Boord te aanvaar, 

e. dat vat betref 4ie Angolese veraoeJc dat on• aoet onder
neem cm D.ie van ou eie of gronclgebiecl oncler ona beheer 
gebruik .oat aaak ca cptrec!e■ teen Angola te 1ooc!s Ide, 
•n aoortgelyke ondenaeaing van Angola aoet eia. 

Die vergadering aagtiq 111.ni■ter Botha soos aangeduJ., om die 
a&ngeleentheid aet die Staatapreaident te 9aan bespreek. 

Wat betref die Proklmaasie van die tussentydse regering JDAgtig 
-41.e vergedering ook Minister Botha om die volgenae aanqeleent-
heae met die staatspresident uit te klaari ✓ 

i. Die mnpstitel van Administrateur-genaraal moet on
Yeranderd bly. 

-3-

OPTRZDE D!D'R 

MINISTER L! 
GRANGE 
MINISTER COE'! 

DIE VOORSI'rl'J 

MI'HIS'l'ER LI 
GRANGE 
MINISTER cor. 

ADJONJC-KINIS' 
BEL 

. .. . 
MINISTER B 

.. 
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tJITERS GEREIM 

11. Die vergadering het l'de wesenlike beswaar teen die 
gebrui~ van die terai •kabinet• deur die tussentydse 
regering nie. 

iii. Die begrip •tuseentydse regering• eal in die Pro
klamaaie gebruik vord, 

iv. Wat die teken van wette betref, moet on& dit aan 
hu1le stel 4at c!ie Administrateur-generaal die ver
teenvoordiger van die lleqering ia. By ••l nie sake 
oModJ.g moeilik 111aaJc vir die tuaaentydse Regering 
nie, aaar bulle 110et ook ons poaisie besef. Die 
Adadnietrateur-9eneraal aal du& vel •n .ate van 
cliekresie Jtan toepaa vanneer hy vette cndertelten. 
Ons aal met hulle ooreen kan tom dat die Admini
atrateur-generaal nie vette aal afkeur tensy die 
belange van die RSA nie daardeur ger.aak word nie. 

ITEM S MENDA-IT'EM 5 i VERANTWOORDE'LnBEID VIR BRANDWEERDIENSTE OP NA• 
SIONALE VI.AX 

Die verciaderin9 besluit dat die aangeleentheid liefs moet oor
■taan tot die volgende vergadering aangesien die Staatapresi
dent persoonlike belangstelling daaraan het. 

ITEM 6 AGENDA-ITEM 6: ALGEMEEN 

•• JCROXSPAD 

Had.at Minister Le Grange ver■lag gecloen het oor sy besoek 
aan Ciskei, kom Xi'uiBpad en c!ie instramin9 in die Wes
JCaap tar aprake. Die vergadering besluit dat die eaak 
dringende aandag moet geniet en om die aangeleentheid oor 
te dra na die vergadedng van die Kabinet cp Woensdag 12 
Jw:de 1985. 

b■ A!"'l'REDE : L'l'--GDIL A J VAN DEVEN'l'ER 

Die Voorsitter al dat die 6e'kx'etaris van die Staatsvei
ligheidsraad lt-genl Van De'\'enter Da 'n diensteX"IIIJ'll van 
ses-en-clertig jaar aJ.ttree. By bet 'n aooi loopbaan 
gebad en daar aal eet le~ en dank aan hom teruggedink 
ward. 

ITEM 7 &pDISIC-V,P: I'l'BM & JIEDIBSZ DI!HSTZ WAT DBOR DU GENEBSDBR-GB
lfhAAL ~ DIE OWAMBO-AE>MDIISTIW3U GKLBWZR WORD 

Die vergadering keur goed &lt die •edieee dienate wat ingewlge 
'n besli.saing van 4.ie Staateve11ighei4sraad (SVR 20/83,, item 9) 
aan 41.e OWambo'• gelever vord en vat, ingewlge •n •erdere be
s l1asi11g van die ,aad (SVR 19/84, ite:11 10), op 30 Junie 1985 
verral, T&naf 1 Julie 1985 tot 31 Deaember 1985 verleng vora. 

OITERS GEREIM 

OPTR!OE DEUR 

MINISTER BOTH. 
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ITEM 8 Die vergadering verdaag an 12h45 • 

• lTEM 9 01~ volgend~ •er~aderin9 vind op Maandag 29 Julie 1985 in die 
'Oniegebou plaas. 

G0£DGEJ:EOR 

~:-
,, .Junie 198S 

~-. 
c-' ~Ult\ 
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f] Junie 1985 

AAN : BRIG P J.. GELDENHUYS 
VAN : HTSK 

!l'l-1 ~ 
STRATKOH-·R~GLYNE : AANSTELLING VAN MNR H GONIWE 'AS SKOOLHOOF BY 
SAM XHALLIJ:: HO!!RSKOOL TE CRADOCK 

1. In lyn met die SSVR-werkkomi tee rakende die aanstelling van 
mnr GONIWE as skoolhoof te Cradoc:k, word die volgende Stratkom
riglyne voorgele: 

a. 

b. 

Aanstelling 

Die aanstelling van mnr GONIWE moet geskied ingevolge 
Onderwys en Opleiding voorskrifte. 

i. Die pos sal derhalwe geadverteer word. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

Aansoeke moet volgens normale prosedure ingedien 
word. 

Indien nodig, kan 'n persoonlike onderhoud met 
kandidate aangevra word. 

Aanstellings sal op meriete geskied. 

Departementele Kursusse 

i. Aangesien mnr GONIWE geruime tyd uit die 
aktiewe on.derwys afwesig was, sal dit van horn 
verwag word om die nodige voorgeskrewe departe
mentele orienteringskursusse te deurloop: 

ii. .Die datum van aanstelling sal in ooreenstemrning 
met die aanvangsdatum van die "motiverings
kursus" geskied. 

Monitering 

i. Uormale mo_niteringsaksies tov mnr GONIWE se UDF
bedrywighede moet voortgaan, maar meet met 
omsigtigheid hanteer word. 

UITERS GEHEIM 
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e. 

t:ITE:RS m:m:rM 

enskapsbetrokkenheid 

erkende maatre .. s 
aktiwiteite doel-

Indien mnr GONIWE na 'n redelike tyd 'n positiewe 
gesindheid dmv sy aksies openbaar, word dit beoog om 
in 'n toenemende mate sy gemeenskapsbetrokkenheid te 
bevorder. (Gesamentlike moniteringsaksies deur Onder
wys en Opleiding en Samewerking en Ontwikkeling) • 

Hantering van die Media 

i . Nasionaal 

ii. 

·-

iii. 

(1) 

(2) 

Alle persverklarings moet deur Onderwys en 
Opleiding se skakelafdeling uitgereik 
word. Die TSK sal die nodige insette in 
oorleg met Onderwys en Opleiding lewer. 

Daar moet gewaak word teen: 

(a) 
(b) 

Opspraakwekkende verklarings . 
Teenstrydighede. 

(3) Die spesifieke aankondiging moet in oorleg 
met OPGBS gekoordineer word aangesien 
KOMKOM-aksies tans beplan word teen die 
UDF en plaaslik geaffilieerde organisasies 
en persone. 

P1aaslik 

(1) Amptenary van 
Samewerking en 
ingelig word 
mnr GOHIWE • 

Onderwys en Opleiding en 
Ontwikkeling moet volledig 
tov die aanstelling van 

(2) Geen skakeling met die pers meet op plaas
like vlak geskied nie. 

Alle berigte in die media rakende rnnr GONIWE se 
aanstelling moet gemonitor word met die oog op 
doeltreffende teenreaksie. 

f. Betrokkenheid van OPGBS 

Alle koordineringsaksies op plaaslike vlak moet deur 
die GBS geskied • 

H~ 
HOOF TAK STRATEGIESE KOMMUNIKASIE 

UITERS GEHEIM 
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DIE D.IR.£Kl'EUR : PERSON::ELBESTUUR 
DIB HOOFDIREJcrEUR.: AD. UNISIRAT.iElo."E DIENS 
DIE HOOFDIREKTEUR. : 8£: IEER 

!)50 

-----
DIE ADJUNK-Dll.U:KTEUR-G ::NERA..\L 
DIE DIREKTEUR-GENE~ ~ 

HERAANSTELLING IN 'N omERW'i'SPOS MNR. M.T. GONIWE 

l. DOEL: 

1.1 Om u in te lig oot vervikkelinge met betrekking tot heraanstelling 
van mnr. H.T. Gooiwe, en 

1.2 goedkeuring vir heraanstelling te verkry. 

2. ACTEP.GROND: 

2.1 Die aaak la cp 'n GVS-vergaderins oader voorMitterskMp va~ ma~. A. 
Vlok, Adjunk-minister van Verdediging eo Wet en Orde bespreek op 6 
Junie 1985 et op aandraog van die Hoofdirekteur: Beheer is 'n 
spesiale kom!tee onder voorsitterskap van die Sekretariaat van die 
Staatsveiligl.eidstaad benoem om die eangeleentheid van heraanstelling 
te ondersoek en aanbevelings hieromtrent te doen. 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

In 'n skrywe gedateer 13 Junie 1983, waarvan 'n afskrif in die besit 
is van die Ar.junk-minister, mnr. S.J. de Beer, word heraanstelling 
aaubeveel. 

Uit vorige sn10esprekiogs met leiers u1t die gemeenskap ea tyd 
vergaderings met ouerafgevaardigdes op 24 Mei 1985 en 14 Junie 1985, 
is die verse~~edng gegee dat die skoletoestand heeltemal &al 
normaliseer ~ndien mar. Goniwe weer in 'n onderwyspos aangestel sou 
word. 

Tydens 'n kollegiale onderhoud tussen die Hoofdirekteur: Beheer en 
die Adjunk-direkteur: Gemeenskapsko1111Dunikaaie, op 24 Mei 1985, het 
mnr. Gonl"e te kenne gegee dat hy nog steeds begerig is om na die 
onderwys ter Jg te keer. · 

2.5 Die plaaslika ve1ligheids6emeenskap te Cradock is voortdurend ingelig 
en steuo die strategie van heraanstelling. · 

3. PRO!LEEM: 

Mor. Gonive is teas heeltydse Plattelandse Organiseerder van die U.D.F. 
vir die gebi'ed Cndock. en omgewing. Hy kan dus al sy aandag ae.n. polltieke 
bedryw1ghede "1Y en die negatiewe invloed van sy bedryvighede iu dorpe soos 
Cradock, Somerset-Oas, Bedford, Adelaide, Fort Beaufort en elders, is 
reeds goed bekenc. DH is gebiP.dend noodsaaklik dat sy energie 
berkaualiseer moet word in a~tiwiteite wat hom uie die tyd sal laat 
politieke bedryvighede op so 'n wye terrein te beoefen nie. 

d-t:F, /?.,"'.~,,..&-,, .,,_.1 G., .sir~, ~ /4 21 
V • A '· • • • o/ 1·'!:-,,~~~4'- ,~~~-\ ~·. /1~~~..:~ ~., ;~ -1,x~ 
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t, • OPLOSSING: 

Herkaualiseer mnr. Go.:iiwe se energie en tyd terug in die onder.,ys -
verkieslik by 'n nkoo.l wat in chaotiese toestand 1s, Sam Xhallie te 
Cradock, byvoorbeeld, en dwing hom om al &y aaodag van 7h00 to miustens 
17h00 aau die onderwy; te wy. 

S. VOORDELE VER.BONDE AAN HERAANSTELLlNG: 

6. 

5.1 Die skoolsituas13 te Lingelihle (Cradock) sal totaal normaliseer -

S.2 

S.3 

5.4 

die gemeenskap het hierdie versekering al by herhaling gegee • 

lndien hy by Sam Xhallie (waar hy sou gewees het) aangest~l word, sal 
hy en die gemeeoskap voel dat die "onregverdigheid" vau sy _destydse 
verplasing na Graaff-Reinet reggemaak is en kan daar positiewe 
reaksie verwag ~ord, want vertroue in die Departemeut sal dan herstel 
word. Dit sal bewys dat on& 1 D onderwysdepartemeat is, nie''n 
polisie-l nstrumeot oie. --
Hor. Goniwe se gedrag sal elite miouut van die dag deeglik deur beide 
die Departement eo die Veiligheidsgemeenskap gemoniteer kan word. 

Alle ander opsiEs met betrekking tot veiligheidsoptrede verval nie. 

S.S Deur bywooing VGD verpligte kursusse kao sy gesindheid van negatief 
na positief veraoder word. 

PROSEDURE: 

Daar word voorgestel dat 1nd1en heraaostelling goedgekeur vord 1 die 
volgende prosedure a~volg word: 

Dat die Hoofdirekteur: Beheer op l of 2 Julie 1985 wanneer by op Cradock 
aal wees in verband uet onderhoude met studente met betrekkiog tot · 
hertoelating tot die Kaapse Kollege, weer 'n oo~erhoud met mnr. Goniwe sal 
voer ten einde die saak met hom te bespreek en hom 'n aanbod van 
aanstelling, op ons ,oorwaardes te maak. (So'n aanstelling sal in elk 
geval. op 12 maande p:oef wees) • 

7. AANIIEVELINGS: 

7.1 Dat heraanstelliog van ~or. Goniwe goedgekeur word • 

7.2 Dat die prosedu~e sooa in par. 6 uiteengesit gevolg word. 

Al>JONX-DIREK!EUR : GEMEE~SXAPSKOl"Z.RJNIXASIE 

I, 

bl.TVHI •••••••••••••••••••••• 
3/ ••• cfi 
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NIE AANBEVEEL NIE/KOMMENtA\R 

Iudieu ona mnr Gouiwe heraanstel, ~oet ons bereid wees om die vele ander met 
linkse politieke neigings se heraanstell1ng ook gunstig te oorweeg 1ndien 
hulle sou aansoek doen. I~ het begrip ~ir die huidige gedagtes, veral met die 
oog op normalisering van die situasie. lndien dit die enigste uitweg is, wil 
ek egter voorstel dat by nie op proef aangestel word nie, maar in •n tydelike 
hoedan1ghe1d. Hy kan vir 12 maande 'n lae profiel handhaaf en wag tot sy 
proef bekragtig is en dan ·.Jeer met sy probleme begin wat optrede teen hom 
geweldig sal bemoeilik. 

(get) W A Smit 
D.IllEKTEUR.: PER.SONEELBESTU~ 
DATUM: 18/6/1985 

AANBEVEEL/NIE AANBEVEEL Nl~/KOMHENTAAR 

Indien besluit word om mnr Goniwe aan te stel, is ek ook van oordeel dat dit 
liefs in 'n tydelike hoeda,igheid moet geskied en as dit moontlik is, ook nie 
in 'n waarnemeude hoedanig·1eid as hoof nie. 

(get) J H Verwey 
HOOFDIREJ<.TEUR : ADMIN. DIE:~STE 
DAl'OM: 18/6/85 

AANBEVEEL/NIE AANBEVEEL NI~/XOMMENTAAR 

Afwesig ... 

HOOFD11WC.TEUll: BEHEER 
DATUM: ••••• ., ••••••••••••••• 

AANBEVEEL 

Dat mar GoDiwe iu 1 n tydel~ke hoedanigheid a& waarnemende hoof van Sam 
Xhallie-akool aangestel wo~d met iogang vaa 'n datum soos deur die 
Hoofdirekteur na aauleiding van plaaslike omstandighede bepaal sal word. 

(get) J Nienaber 
ADJUNK-DIREKl'EUR-GENERAAL 
DATUM: lB/6/1985 

4/ ••• 
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HERAANSTELLING: M.T. COllIWE 

GOEDGEJCEUR/NlE GOEDGEKEtf.{ NIE/KOMH.ENIAAR 
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8/3/2020 TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION "LC34" 
ADV POTGIETER: I don't understand, why can't you just walk away? I'm not working for the Security 
Forces. 

MR DU PLESSIS: It is a culture that I cannot describe in words, it just does not happen. If you're 
approached to do something, you are approached in a poised situation, and you just do it. 

ADV POTGIETER: Thank you. Mr Booyens have you got any questions? 

MR BOOYENS: No, none. 

MS BOSMAN: Mr du Plessis, I would just like to clear up of the issues in something that you've just 
mentioned, did you in 1985 realise that the problem that you as a Security Policeman wanted to solve had to 
be felt by the politicians? 

MR DU PLESSI : That is correct, yes. 

MS BOSMAN: At that stage you did realise that, that the solution lies on a political level, and that what you 
are doing now is not the true solution or the real solution? 

MR DU PLESSIS: That is correct, yes. 

MS BOSMAN: Thank you. 

MR NOLTE: ... (inaudible) which may, it's coming from Uitenhage, it's an affidavit of Mr Snyman's doctor as 
to his present state of health and so on. They were supposed to fax it to my attorney yesterday, but apparently 
they had some difficulty in getting the doctor to sign it, we have been told that the affidavit will be signed, or 
has been signed, but we haven't received it yet, it was sent to my attorney's office. Subject to that, but I 
understand there is some other witness here, sorry I forget the surname now, the man that was involved in the 
Craig Williamson incident, ... (intervention) 

MR VAN DER MERWE: Van Jaarsveld, he is here. 

MR NOLTE: But subject to the handing in of that affidavit, that's the evidence I would propose to call. 

CHAIRPERSON: 1'11 bear that in mind, and I'll allow the affidavit in as soon as it's available. Mr Bizos, can 
we break for lunch? 

HEARING ADJOURNS 

TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION 

AMNESTY HEARINGS 

DATE: 2 JUNE 1998 

HELD AT: PORT ELIZABETH 

NAME: JACOB JAN HENDRIK VAN JAARSVELD 

ON RESUMPTION 

MR BIZOS: In the evidence of the next witness, the Committee will require the volume 2, which is the 
application of Mr van Jaarsveld, and you will also need the applicant's bundle, and I would ask you to tum to 
page 101 of the applicant's bundle, which is a portion of the judgement of His Lordship Mr Justice Zietsman, 
but at the bottom of page 101, the signal of June 1985 is reproduced. cj 
Mr Chairman, we call to give evidence Mr Jakob Jan Hendrik van Jaarsveld. 

https://www.juslice.gov.za/lrc/amntrans/1998/98060104_pe_ cdk 1.htm 87/101 
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8/3/2020 TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION 

JACOB JAN HENDRIK VAN JAARSVELD: (sworn states): 

EXAMINATIO BY MR BIZOS: You have applied for amnesty, and the documents, or at least a portion 
thereof has been placed before the Committee as volume 2. Do you confirm that this forms part of your 
application? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That's correct. 

MR BIZOS: And there was an Annexure A which is attached, it is a statement of the facts relevant to this 
application. That has 

also been placed before the Committee. Would you please read out the statement and if there is anything 
which you wish to add, would you then do so. Will you please read it. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: "Chairperson, during 1984 I was 
connected to the Intelligence Unit of the Security Branch 
in Pretoria. I was a Lieutenant. Approximately during the 
middle of 1984 I received an order from Mr Craig 
Williamson to investigate whether it would be possible to 
take out Matthew Goniwe, that means kill ... (intervention) 

MR BIZOS: Can you stop there for a moment. Who is Major Craig Williamson and where is he stationed, 
what was his job during 1984? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Craig Williamson was the Head of the South African Police Security Branch's 
Intelligence Unit stationed at the Security Head Quarters in Pretoria. 

MR BIZOS: What were you asked to do? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I was asked by Craig Williamson to investigate whether it would be possible to 
take out Matthew Goniwe. 

MR BIZOS: What did that mean? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It meant to kill. 

MR BIZOS: Continue, will you read the next paragraph. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: "At that stage due to my work obligations Matthew Goniwe was familiar to me. I 
had read a number of reports regarding him. He was the father of the G plan, that was about Ground 
structure's street committees, ... (intervention) 

MR BIZOS: Where did you get the information ofreports? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It was made available to us at Head Office. 

MS BOSMAN: Who sent those reports to the Head Office? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: According to the activities of the Security Branch at that stage, it would have been 
reports gathered or compiled on local level and the sent via the Security Branch in PE in the Eastern 
Province to Head Quarters. 

MR BIZOS: You describe the so-called G plan and what it entailed, what was it about? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: The G plan was a revolutionary document compiled by Matthew Goniwe which 
described the activities of those occupying positions in the ground level structures at street committees. 

MR BIZOS: Did you go to Port Elizabeth? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes. I will continue, 

https://www.justice.gov.za/trc/amntrans/1998/98060104_pe _cdk 1.htm 88/101 
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8/3/2020 TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION 

"Captain Bassie Bouwer and I drove down to Port Elizabeth in a blue Sierra 2L. We 
reported to Colonel Gerrit Erasmus at the Security Branch of PE who was at that 
point the head of the branch. Their offices were in Strand Street in Port Elizabeth. 
Colonel Erasmus was aware of the purpose of our visit." 

MR BIZOS: Can we just pause for a moment there. It is alleged that you may be wrong in connection with 
the identity of Colonel Erasmus. It is alleged that he was transferred and was not here in Port Elizabeth 
during 1984. What do you have to say about that? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That is the first time that I journeyed to Port Elizabeth and it was the first time that 
I met Colonel Erasmus. I remember him very well, we still sat in his office chatting about things like Rugby. 
If I'm not mistaken, I don't know exactly what his position was, he was either the Vice-President or the 
President of the Eastern Province Rugby Union. 

MR BIZOS: Do you have any doubt at all that that was Colonel Erasmus? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Not at all. 

MR BIZOS: What did you discuss with him apart from Rugby and his position on the Rugby Board? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: We discussed what was happening in the country and amongst others at that stage 
he jokingly told me, I don't think we should attach too much value to this, if things in the country were to 
change, if things were to happen, he would see to it that the Policemen would receive their pensions, he 
would ensure that well-organised and executed bank robberies would take place in order to do that. 

MR BIZOS: But that was a joke? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes, that's correct. 

MR BIZOS: But that is the level of detail which you can remember? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes, that's correct. 

MR BIZOS: Did you stay in Port Elizabeth or did you go to Cradock? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Later that morning we went to Cradock. One of the members of the PE Security 
Branch accompanied us. He went in his own car. He had come from Koevoet and I assumed that it was - that 
Sakkie van Zyl at that stage was a Captain. In Cradock we went to Henry Fouche who was the Security 
Branch Commander there. The meeting was held at his offices. Fouche showed us their VIP room, that is 
where all the tapping devices were monitored, and according to him the Goniwe house was very well 
covered with tapping devices. After that we went to Goniwe's home, in Henry Fouche's motor vehicle. The 
road to the house was very bad, but the house itself looked very different to those in its environment. As I 
remember it was painted white. Mrs Goniwe was at home when we arrived there. We greeted here and 
walked through the house. Fouche pointed out a double-adaptor for the radio to me and told me that there 
was a tapping device inside it. After a while we left the house and went back to the Cradock Security Branch. 
From there we went back to Port Elizabeth. That evening, along with members of the Security Branch in Port 
Elizabeth we monitored a meeting and later on I threw a stone through one Janet Cherry's motor vehicle 
window. 

MR BIZ OS: Why did you do that? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That was purely mischief. 

ADV POTGIETER: Could it have been anybody's car window, or was it specifically hers? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Could you repeat that. (1-
ADV POTGIETER: The mischief, was it aimed specifically at Janet Cherry's car, or would it have been 
aimed at anybody's car? W 
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MR VAN JAARSVELD: No, it was aimed specifically at her car. 

ADV POTGIETER: Janet Cherry's car? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That's correct. 

ADV POTGIETER: How did you know it was her car? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: The vehicle was pointed out to us by other passengers in our vehicle. 

MR BIZO : We can determine the date and if the owner was Janet Cherry, because that was the 21st of 
March. It was Sharpeville day. Can you remember whether that was the date or not? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No. 

MR BIZOS: But was it approximately during that period of time? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: If the evidence says that it was the 21st of March then I will accept that, because 
the two incidents are directly connected to one another. 

MR BIZOS: What did you do the next morning? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: The following morning we drove back to Pretoria. I gave feedback, I think that 
Captain Bouwer was present, so I gave this feedback to Captain Williamson. I recommended that Goniwe 
could not be taken out at his house because there were too many people in the vicinity and it would make the 
process problematic. I recommended that he be followed and taken out alongside the road somewhere. I 
cannot say with surety who took the recommendations. I found out later that Mr Goniwe was dead. A telex 
was sent, which recommended the permanent removal of Goniwe and others. According to my opinion it 
was possible that the State Security Council would approve such an operation. 

From 1989 I was involved with the Secretariat of the State Security Council and I'm aware of what the 
procedures were. Van Rensburg was a member of the Secretariat of the State Security Council, even though 
he had retired he was still in service of the Police. Mr Stemmet was second in command of the SSSC. 

MR BIZOS: There are a number of questions which we'd like to put to you. You mention a telex which was 
that signal sent on the 7th of June from Port Elizabeth to General van Rensburg. Could you please look at 
page IO 1 to 102. Did you read the signal? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I have read it after you showed it to me. 

MR BIZOS: Very well. It was a common fact that during the post mortem this signal was sent by Du Plessis 
from the Army on behalf of the then Brigadier and later General van der Westhuizen to General van 
Rensburg. When you worked at the Head Office, did you know how the system operated? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: If you're referring to the system within the SSSC and the JMS, yes. 

MR BIZOS: How did it happen that you came to acquire that knowledge? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: As a Police Deputy Officer, I had been devolved to the Secretariat of the Security 
Council from 1981 until 1982 and later on from the late 80's for a short while. 

MR BIZ OS: We are aware of the EP JMS here in Port Elizabeth, and that Brigadier van der Westhuizen was 
the Chairperson thereof, and that Colonel Snyman represented the Security Police in the EP JMS, and if he 
was not available then Mr van Rensburg would represent him. What according to the procedures had to 
happen at the EP JMS before the signal could be sent, whose decision would it be to make such a proposal? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Chairperson, the communication structure of the National Security Council worked 0 
in a dual fashion. Firstly any action in terms of Government strategy within the JMS and JMS organs or the (J\ 
joint operational centres and so forth would be controlled by State departments from which it would move 

L~ 
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via the structures of the JMS to the State Security Council Branches, but those connected to the Management 
System on local level would also send this information to the other Security Offices. 

MR BIZOS: Could the Chairperson of the EP JMS here in PE have sent such a signal without the permission 
of Mr Snyman or one or other person who represented the Security Police here in Port Elizabeth? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It would have been very difficult for him to do so without the permission, because 
an operation such as this would have to be planned within the JMC of the JMS and this was a very important 
aspect of that system. The JMC worked along with the Co-ordinating Committee of the JMS. It consisted of 
members of the Security Branch, Military Intelligence, National Intelligence representatives and in cases 
where other departments who were also there, such as Education and Training in certain respects, they would 
be co-ordinated as such within that Committee. 

MR BIZOS: You'll see in paragraph 3 on page 102 that it is a proposal to remove the three mentioned 
persons from the community. Did you have any difficulty in interpreting the meaning of paragraph 3? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No. 

MR BIZOS: What does it mean? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: It is very clear that it is a proposal to initiate the operation, but one has to look at it 
in a broader perspective as well, in terms of the Government's counter-revolutionary strategy which had 
begun at that stage, had gotten off the ground at that stage. The proposal for action was referred to Secretariat 
of the State Security Council and then also Trevits, in order to ensure that it was co-ordinated, that it would 
take place, and that people would take note thereof. 

MR BIZOS: Will you please explain what Trevits is. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I have the documents before me, it is the documents with the number TNV2 from 
1985, it's confidential. It is inscribed "The strategy of the ANC''. It was compiled by National Interpretation 
of the Secretariat of the Security Council and was distributed in 1985 in March as a Security document. The 
introduction and interpretation of this document includes the name of the Organ Trevits as a foundation. I 
will read to you, 

"For the purposes of continuity and co-ordination in a comprehensive counter
revolutionary strategy, a monitoring centre which will include strategic information 
gathering, the Counselling Centre for monitoring." 

It would not be feasible to have such an organ. 

MR BIZOS: Who would have taken the decision to allow the proposal made by the EP JMS to continue or 
not? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: If one observes the structures of the National Security Management Structure, I 
have previously provided a document to the Amnesty Committee which was handed in to them on the 6th of 
March 1997. In this document it is clearly set out how the National Management Structure functions. An 
operation such as this would be sent to the highest level of this structure, that would be the Cabinet and State 
Security Council level. It had to be cleared out there. 

MR BIZOS: If the proposal was permitted, who would have known about it? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It would then be the members of the State Security Council who knew about it. 

MR BIZOS: And if it had been permitted, which steps would be taken to execute it? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Once again a dual function via the National Management Structure back to the 
JMS, the local EP JMS, and secondly with the departmental representatives, the Ministers and 
officials within the State Security Council. 

MR BIZOS: And if the proposal was not adhered to, what would have happened? 
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MR VAN JAARSVELD: In the same way the negative would have been communicated back. 

MR BIZOS: Would this proposal be studied? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes. 

MR BIZOS: The Security Police here in Port Elizabeth was not involved? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson it is difficult for me to say, I did refer earlier to Trevits, an order 
like the permanent removal of Goniwe group could also have come from Trevits, so one has to look very 
carefully at this, in that it could have been a dualistic function. 

MR BIZOS: Now, paragraph 4, there is an explanation of what the writer considers as a reaction on the local 
level and national level that must be taken into consideration. Why is that so, do you know? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson, any revolutionary warfare like we had in the country at that stage 
has got one main goal and that is that the war cannot be fought without the support of the masses and if such 
a reaction occurs, it is counter-revolutionary warfare and you also have to control the masses, and that is why 
paragraph 4 is important. 

MR BIZOS: Who will have considered these circumstances? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson the circumstances would have been considered by all the organs of 
the State, all the departments would have the order to monitor the situation and would have acted with the 
necessary means. Other officials as well as reaction from the politicians on the left, as well as protest actions 
will have to be monitored and would have acted on that. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman, I will be able to start with my cross
examination of this witness. This witness, however, referred to certain documentation, things referring to 
Trevits as so on, so I'll get as far as I can and then I'm afraid I'll have to ask for an adjournment, because, my 
eyesight is not that good, but if I can see I think this document is from here it's a voluminous document, so 
perhaps I'll find myself in a position to study that. 

Just in passing, Mr van Jaarsveld, it seems as if the two documents are very thick, is that correct? 

ADV POTGIETER: No, Mr Chairperson, this document is not applicable, it's just these two. 

MR BOOYENS: Yes, I'm talking about them, but it seems as if it's almost 80 - 100 pages. Okay, fine, thank 
you. Mr van Jaarsveld, I'm asking you a general question and I don't expect from you to go into detail, the 
order that you got from Craig Williamson, was that a strange order, the order to go and see if this person can 
be killed or not? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson, no, at that stage we - a lot of that type of actions did occur in our 
country. These things started from as early as in the 70's ... (intervention) 

MR BOO YENS: What I actually want to know from you is where that type of order was initiated there in the 
Intelligence Service, or maybe higher up, is that not true? It was also not unique, is that true? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No. 

MR BOOYENS: You refer to Herman Studdler and Piet Goosen. It - I'm talking about your knowledge, it 
would not have been initiated by them, it would have been above them, they would have only been the 
people who carried the message down, is that true? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes, that would have been the case. 

MR BOO YENS: And, seemingly, already in '84 Mr Goniwe was seen as a problem for then Government of O 
the day, and that it was seen as a viable option to kill him? Mr van Jaarsveld, where would the Head Office (" _,,\ 
get that idea? LC., \J' 
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CHAIRPERSON: Good morning Mr Van Jaarsveld, you are still under oath. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: (s.u.o.) 

CROS -EXAMINATION BY MR BOOYEN : (cont) 

Thank you very much Mr Chairperson. Mr Van Jaarsveld once again thank you very much for the fact that 
you made these documents available to me. I would just like to ask you, because I think it would be good to 
hand it in as an exhibit. I've got a document here which was attached to your Affidavit and it's about the 
National Management Services. Is that correct? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: What are you referring to? 

MR BOO YENS: I will just show it to you. I will hand it in as an exhibit. It's the two documents that I got 
from you or received from you. Mr Van Jaarsveld I cannot see what you just showed me. If I can just show it 
to you it will be Exhibit Q or QQ. Can you just look at the document, it's there at Mr Bizos, you have got the 
original? 

MR VA JAARS VELD: That is correct, yes. 

MR BOOYENS: There are just a few aspects, or before I begin with this, yesterday I heard from my 
colleague Mr Hugo that you have got tertiary education. Is that correct? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Could you just tell us what qualifications you've got. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I've got a BA Degree, a Honours Degree, a Masters Degree and an MBA Degree. 

MR BOOYENS: The MBA is that a Business Degree? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That is correct, yes. 

MR BOO YENS: Your specialised field in the Masters Degree, what was that? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It was for strategic studies. It was specific research regarding the ANC and PAC's 
strategies. 

MR BOOYENS: While studying the revolutionary strategies you also gained a lot of knowledge in the 
counter revolutionary strategies? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That is correct, yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Now the National or NSMS and, you'll have to correct me if I'm wrong, the National 
Security Management Structure was a para-military organisation compared to the civil organisations. I don't 
know if I have just described it correctly? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: You have, that's correct yes. 

MR BOOYENS: You explain here that there are enormous amounts of sub structures that fell under this 
management system or NSMS system and it seems as if the securocrats in the Botha era jointly managed the 

system? l/'1 r Q 
MR VAN JAARSVELD: That's true, yes. '-" \j\ 

MR BOOYENS: Specifically on page 9 of Exhibit Q, this State War Book that later became the 
Administration War, could you just in short say to us and I know it is probably a lot to ask from you, but 
could you just tell the committee in short what this is about? 
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MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson the State War Book is a government document that was drawn up 
to manage the government in a war situation. 

MR BOOYENS: And this war that was talked about in this National War Book or the State War Book, was 
this now the revolutionary struggle that was apparently going on? 

MR VA JAARSVELD: It was for conventional warfare, but as you can see, that the main components was 
used in the revolutionary warfare. 

MR BOOYENS: I see, and I would just like to mention a few aspects of the evidence. You've said what your 
background was and the way in which they operated, the instructions they received etc. If one would for 
example now - or there's an Affidavit from Colonel Snyman who is unfortunately terminally ill, but at a 
previous opportunity he said and he gave evidence under oath and I'm going to try and summarise - that 
before him and others he was at a meeting in Cradock, this is now Snyman, in his capacity as Head of 
Security, where certain ministers were also present. There was a discussion between him and Louis Le 
Grange, the then Minister of Law and Order, after he said the normal security options had been exhausted 
and that Louis Le Grange said that they must make a plan with the activists in the Eastern Cape. Snyman said 
that he interpreted that Le Grange in essence or as said, that if legal methods do not work, then they must 
take these people out, to use this euphemism that was used during that time. This type of action or this man 
to man conversation, was that something that - did this work like this in this security community. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It's difficult to say that it always worked like this, there were various informal 
discussions and the securocrats worked like this. 

MR BOOYENS: Yes, and the securocrats were also very careful talking about the orders that they gave. 
They were very careful in that there were never any documents or paper records of it, is that no true? 
(Transcribers translation). 

MR VAN JMRSVELD: That's very true, yes. (Transcribers translation) 

CHAIRPERSON: Is that the same reason why they gave such unclear orders and never gave direct orders? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That's right. 

CHAIRPERSON: They were scared? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes. I won't say they were scared, but they tried to cover various things up. 

MR BOOYENS: At various opportunities discussion were held and someone is told to take another person 
out instead of killing him, using simple language. Why would that be? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I think it's part of the human factor that you don't want to use the words just to kill 
someone, I think it's part of the human factor, a euphemism, it's another way of saying it. 

MR BOOYENS: Wasn't it rather a question that someone didn't like the idea of death and he couldn't bring 
himself to say "kill the man" and so used other language. Is that no so? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Sorry Mr Chairman I didn't quite understand? 

CHAIRPERSON: Isn't it a question that certain of these people who gave orders disliked the idea of death so 
much that they couldn't even talk about it. Is that not so? (Transcribers translation). 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairman I would speculate if I say how people thought or what they thought 
about death. 

CHAIRPERSON: Well there was evidence given here that the person who possibly gave the orders in this 
case never had it in his heart to say "kill Mr Goniwe", but rather said "do what is right for the country" and (~0 
that was interpreted as "kill Mr Goniwe". (Transcribers translation). \j\ 

Le 
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MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson yes, our earlier discussion or interaction this morning it is a fact 
that it indicated that the people did not directly say kill, so by implication various things were said and that 
people could have interpreted it in a different way and that was the style of speech or the way they conveyed 
things. 

MR BOO YENS: Let us talk about your own situation. Your order from Craig Williams was to go and see if 
you can take out Goniwe? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: Now the word "take out" in the neutral sense -in Afrikaans it means to take out this glass 
between the other two objects? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That is correct. 

MR BOOYEN : But it ... (intervention) 

MR BIZOS: ... (inaudible) an attempt was made to do that with an Affidavit from a Professor from the 
University of the Orange Free State, where under examination I think that the matter disappeared, so I 
merely want clarity as to what is being put, that "uithaal" from a top security officer to a junior security 
officer in relation to a person who is considered an enemy of the State, is to take him from one place to put 
him an another. Is that what is being put? 

CHAIRPERSON: No, I think it's common cause that it was intended to mean that someone should be killed 
and I think that what Mr Booyens wants to illustrate now is the strange type of language, in the strict sense, 
meant something else but was understood in the fraternity as meaning to kill. 

ADV BIZOS: We would accept that veiled language was used, but it's meaning was clear both to the speaker 
and to the recipient. 

MR BOOYENS: I'm indebted to my learned friend Mr Chairman. Another possibility that one cannot lose 
from sight is that especially the politicians, who one knows regularly speak with forked tongues, deliberately 
used terminology like to take out, elimination etc because it gives you a back door to retreat and say if 
someone confronts you, you can say well I did not mean that, I never said that you must kill someone and 
that is also a possibility why that terminology was used. 

ADV BIZOS: Mr Chairman, there's a matter that I want to raise. I want to refer to page 40 of Mr Snyman's 
application for amnesty, because if my learned friend wants to change the basis of his application without 
leading any evidence to support it, because Mr Snyman is ill, then he must please explain to the committee 
before he continues with this line of cross examination. ll(a) The question is whether the deed was 
performed as a result of an order of any organisation and; 11 (b) The particulars concerning the order and 
approval and the date of it, and it is known the name and address of the person or persons who gave such an 
order and gave approval for it. Answer: self. Are we now going to hear an application for amnesty that this 
was ordered by Mr Le Grange. Now Mr Chairman my learned friend has served an Affidavit on us that Mr 
Snyman can't give evidence, at the same time he's putting to him - he's suggesting to the witness that the 
deaths came about as a result of a conversation between Mr Le Grange and Mr Snyman at Cradock. 
Something that Mr Snyman has not said in his application, we know that he is not going to give evidence. On 
what basis is this hypothesis being put to the witness Mr Chairman? 

MR BOO YENS: Mr Chairman maybe I should make a copy of what I've got of Mr Snyman's application 
available. My learned friend obviously has not got it, because at page 37: During adjournment in a discussion 
with the Minister of Law and Order it was expected to make a plan with the activists in the Eastern Cape. I 
understood and interpreted that these people were activists etc. 

ADV BIZOS: This may be but (indistinct) to the direct question on the basis of the application, we are told 
that he did this not as a result of the order or suggestion of anyone, but on his own account. (f ~ 
MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman really, if my learned friend reads that then maybe that answer should have 
been, but one cannot read that in isolation. Snyman's whole Affidavit tells us that Le Grange told him that ~ 
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they must make a plan with these people and how he interpreted it. That question obviously it's never been 
suggested, not in Snyman's order or anywhere that he received a direct order in respect of Goniwe, a direct 
one on the day before or something like that, but certainly his application goes wide enough to say that he 
received an instruction from Louis Le Grange even if it were regarded as a general instruction and that's the 
basis on which I'm putting these questions. Perhaps the committee should make a ruling. 

CHAIRPERSON: To do that Mr Boo yens perhaps you should deal then with the answer as it appears in 
question 11 (b) on page 40 of the record. I don't quite follow your argument in view of the direct question and 
answer at ll(b). 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman, my argument is very simply the following: let's say for arguments sake 
Snyman has not answered that question, he's left it blank. I know he said "I gave it myself', he gave the order 
himself, now that is the evidence that Snyman himself gave the order for the specific carrying out of the 
operation. That's what the applicants say, that's what Snyman says but if you go back and you read what 
Snyman says, what the run up to this was, it's clear that throughout and in fact the other applicants testified 
that Snyman in fact reported that to them, that what Le Grange said. 

CHAIRPERSON: You are arguing that he gave this order, which he accepts that he gave himself, as a result 
of an order given to him in general terms by Le Grange? 

MR BOOYENS: He's gone under oath as far as that is concerned. It may be a question of how you interpret 
that question or so but it's certainly not improper to suggest that what Le Grange said to him and what is 
relevant in this regard. It's specifically once again one of those vague word "make a plan" and that's why I'm 
asking these questions of the witness. 

CHAIRPERSON: That's precisely the question that Mr Bizos raises. On what is Mr Snyman going to rely, on 
the instruction that he says he got from Le Grange in general terms or is his application based on an order 
that was embroiled by himself and that he gave to other underlings. 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman if you read Snyman's application ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: At the end of the day I, or this committee is going to have to decide on what basis does 
Snyman make this application and on what basis are we going to grant it or refuse it. Here I think what Mr 
Bizos wants to know at this stage is on what basis is going to be argued that Snyman makes this application 
at the end of the day. 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman Snyman makes the application ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: No, no you carry on. 

MR BOOYENS: Snyman makes the application on the basis that Le Grange gave me an order to make a 
plan. I then in execution of that general order, gave an order after certain submissions were made to me, that 
to kill the (indistinct) as he ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: As he interpreted general instructions? 

MR BOOYENS: Well he certainly says so in his application Mr Chairman. That second small paragraph that 
I've just quoted to you ... (intervention) 

ADV BIZOS: Mr Chairman we're in the middle of the cross examination of a witness. We have a situation 
that Mr Le Grange is dead and according to the Affidavit, the committee will not have the opportunity to 
hear the evidence of Mr Snyman. Let my learned friend finish his cross examination of the witness and we 
can deal with this question, but in putting hypothetical questions to this witness ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: Of which has no prospect of any certainty? 

ADV BIZOS: Yes, that he must put to him at least that in answer to the direct question Mr Snyman said that 
he took the decision himself, so that we can proceed and complete the cross examination of the witness and 
we obviously cannot hear Mr Le Grange and it looks as ifwe will not hear Mr Snyman. We can leave the rest 
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to argument, but in putting the hypothetical questions my learned friend must please put them on the facts as 
they appear on the documents. 

CHAJRPERSO : There's this sort of double edged application here, firstly that Snyman took the decision as 
a result of a general order that he received and then possibly made a decision - specific decision on his own -
I'm not too sure at this stage upon which line he's basing his application. 

ADV BIZOS: Can we leave that for argument Mr Chairman because these are not the only factors that really 
muddle the waters for my learned friend. 

CHAIRPERSON: Mr Booyens then proceed. 

MR BOOYENS: Thank you Mr Chairman. Mr Van Jaarsveld we've just talked about the general phraseology 
that was used. I've already said to you that the term "make a plan" as it appears in Snyman's Affidavit, is that 
also a term that was used. Did this "make a plan" in some instances mean to kill? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairman, yes like I've said it was a terminology, the language in which it was 
conveyed and the interpretation in the security society was what we are dealing with today. 

MR BOO YENS: Can you just deal with one aspect. I would like to deal with the attitude that was conveyed 
after the police acted in a counter revolutionary fashion. You mention here officials who were sent to Taiwan 
for training in I think, psychological warfare. I do not exactly remember in which document you mentioned 
it. Is that correct? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That's correct, it's in the document in front of you. 

MR BOOYENS: Do you have any knowledge of what the training in Taiwan entailed and what the purpose 
of it was? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes it was large number of officials, I cannot exactly say to you how many, they 
were sent to Taiwan but I was one of them who did the training as well and was trained there in political 
warfare and that entails the following, and I quote from the following books that we received from the 
Taiwanese and it is about ideological warfare, intelligence warfare, strategic warfare, psychological warfare 
and mass warfare and that was the training, how to understand it and how to counter it. 

MR BOO YENS: I see. In that training - I'm trying to put it as short as possible - in that training did the idea 
appear that in certain circumstances, although there has not been a declared war, that you could kill the 
enemy. I'm not talking about the type of things that form the topic of so many of these amnesty applications. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson yes and if I go back to the documents that I mentioned yesterday 
and that is the report from the ANC. There's a quote there once again in the document from Sarcescian (?) an 
author who is internationally acclaimed for his revolutionary, counter revolutionary writings and I quote: 
"Defence against revolution requires an effective, efficient and understanding government but the very 
existence of a revolutionary environment is a manifestation of political, social and psychological weakness 
and effective counter revolutionary action must derive from the same vulnerable environment". I hope that 
answers your question. (Transcribers translation). 

MR BOOYENS: This is my interpretation, or is it correct that it fits in with what you said happened to 
Colonel Victor and where he then gave the commands to Jacques Hechter, on page 10, in that you must act 
and where he basically said that you must fight fire with fire and that you must fight the acts of terror. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That is correct, yes. 

MR BOOYENS: And that is how you understood it during your training in Taiwan or the course you did in 
Taiwan? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It was not only the course in Taiwan, we also in our training in South Africa, we G'\~ 
also conveyed that, we also gave them the message for counter revolutionary actions. 

Le 
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CHAIRPERSON: Was this all in defense of apartheid? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: That's correct Mr Chairman. 

MR BOO YENS: And was that what was conveyed to the policeman. In other words, something that created 
a culture that people - or that there was a culture in the security branch that in some instances it was justified 
to kill someone if you couldn't do anything else, that a mindset was created. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson it was the situation, one could actually call it a sub culture within a 
culture and it did exist. 

MR BOOYENS: Might I just have a moment to take instructions Chairperson? With all this strategic 
planning, smoke screens and so forth, evidence was given here that approximately at the same stage, I think I 
did touch upon that yesterday, I would just like to return to that briefly. At the same time that this signal was 
sent a committee in Pretoria was busy discussing or considering the reappointment of Mr Goniwe as a 
teacher. By nature of the fact that your knowledge wouldn't be specific but rather general regarding this 
point, but was there anything like that which was actually a smoke screen so that they could wash their hands 
in innocence afterwards ... (intervention) 

MR BIZOS: Mr Chairman this is a finding of fact which the committee is called upon to make, it is not a 
matter for the witness's opinion without all the facts being set up in front of him. It would depend on the 
personnel, there were nine of them there from different disciplines including the Air Force and the navy. 
There are too many factors I submit for a witness who knows the system to answer a specific question for the 
committee Mr Chairman. 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman I hadn't even completed my question when my learned friend objected. The 
question was specifically aimed at - and I said I know you would not have specific knowledge of this - the 
question was aimed specifically within the structures that he had intimate knowledge of and that's obvious 
whether this could have been nothing else but a smoke screen or the left hand not knowing what the right 
hand is doing or a deliberate effort to hide the real intention. We must remember that also emanating from 
my learned friend we've got a signal at round about the same time which tells us exactly the opposite of 
what's being planned. 

ADV POTGIETER: For example was that signal fed into the process of this GVS Committee for example. 
So I think that the point that Mr Bizos makes is that you know it's inappropriate unless you put the entire 
picture to this witness to elicit the kind of comment that you want, that this could possibly have been a 
smoke screen. 

CHAIRPERSON: In other words is he able to give us a proper opinion upon which we can rely. Given his 
inability to appreciate the broad picture? 

MR BOOYENS: His opinion will only be on the very broad picture Mr Chairman. Perhaps I should rephrase 
the question and just ask him were things sometimes done to appear to be the one thing whereas the true 
intention was the other? 

CHAIRPERSON: You rephrase your question, we'll see what the ... (inaudible) 

MR BOOYENS: Let me ask you a general question. An aspect of this entire strategic warfare with which 
people were busy in the counter revolutionary warfare, was the use of misinformation, the creation of 
misimpression that they pretended to be doing one thing and then in actuality were busy with something else. 
Is that part of the general tactic? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes Chairperson, the National Security Management System made specific 
provision to give the government a very strong propaganda arm and the name of this was the branch of 
Strategic Communication which was seated within the National Security Management System and it was so 
effective that it established it's own committees on the local JMS level by name of CONCOM 
Communication Committees, that's what they did, that was the propaganda wing of the National Security 
Management System. 
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MR BOOYENS: Did that propaganda wing include the use of misinformation, faulty information, the 
creation of misimpressions? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: Yes, if one takes into consideration the propaganda, the things that Mr Booyens has 
mentioned, all those aspects fall within the term of propaganda. 

ADV BOSMAN: I beg your pardon. Could you tell us about this disinformation. Was it aimed at creating 
confusion for the public out there or was it aimed at creating confusion within the system itself. 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: Disinformation, depending upon what the objective of it would be, sometimes it 
would be operated to firstly create confusion in the public, to create a situation within which one could 
accomplish certain things. It could be used among your own peers in order to create certain impressions or 
misimpressions. It had a whole spectrum of uses. 

ADV BOSMAN: The question is actually what the appearance of it would be within the system. Was it used 
for the purposes of creating impressions within the public or within the system. Did you have any experience 
of that? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: In that case, within the branch of Strategic Communication it was aimed essentially 
outward, either to conceal or to camouflage that which the government was doing or to create a certain 
situation within which the government could do certain things. Internally I would say at certain occasions 
misinformation would be fed back. 

ADV BOSMAN: There has been evidence here that persons who knew each other relatively well within the 
same division communicated with each other and at times fed misinformation through. What would the 
purpose of this kind of strategy or action have been? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: A typical example of this would be where certain actions had taken place and there 
might have been certain errors or faults during that action and another division of the police would be 
investigating the case, then misinformation would be sent from the security branch to the other divisions so 
that the investigation could be hindered and therefore not completed. 

MR BOO YENS: Thank you Chairperson. Just another aspect which I would like to discuss with you. There 
is an Affidavit which arrived at my attorney's offices this morning from General Erasmus, Gerhard Erasmus, 
from his attorney. According to this Affidavit - and I will submit copies of this Affidavit - according to the 
Affidavit Erasmus says essentially the following: he discusses three aspects ... (intervention) 

MR BIZOS: Is he going to be called? Well on what basis, on what basis has a contrary version been put if 
you are not told that he is going to be called? 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman, Mr Van Zyl testified that he never worked with Erasmus, that Erasmus 
wasn't here at the beginning of 84 when he came here. I am surely entitled to ask the witness for his 
comments if Erasmus makes a certain statement? 

MR BIZOS: Mr Chairman I object to the inclusion of an Affidavit of a person who is apparently available 
and you are not given an assurance that he is going to be called. 

If General Erasmus wants to deny this there is the stand and I would now suggest that the Affidavit be 
returned to my learned friend. 

CHAIRPERSON: Isn't Mr Bizos correct? 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman I've received an Affidavit, I don't know why it was - I haven't even asked 
leave to hand it in yet. 

CHAIRPERSON: Well it's been handed in. 

MR BIZOS: Well you must take responsibility for your side. 
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CHAIRPERSON: What's the purpose of relying on an Affidavit purportedly made by a person who is 
available and able to come and testify. 

MR BOO YENS: Mr Chairman is the committee ruling that I cannot ask him about information that I've got. 
I'm not suggesting that because Van Zyl testified it and I've received additional information from Erasmus 
know, I'm not saying - I've got no brief for Erasmus. 

CHAIRPERSON: Well Mr Booyens the simple question is that are unable to put that version to the witness 
without the Affidavit? 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman if I spoke to Erasmus on the telephone last night, I haven't got an Affidavit 
and he said to me no that's not the way it happened, that is the way it happened, would I be entitled to ask the 
witness for his comment about that or not? 

CHAIRPER ON: And then you stop with his answer, unless you call Erasmus to testify. 

MR BOO YEN : Yes, I'm ... (intervention) 

MR BIZOS: Mr Chairman could I clarify. I have no objection to a version being put to a witness, but we 
must be told whether it is in - and he can cross examine on it if he so desires - I object to the Affidavit going 
in in the absence of an assurance that General Erasmus is going to be called and I would ask that the 
Affidavit that was handed in by a member of my learned friend's team be returned to them until such an 
assurance can be given. 

CHAIRPERSON: Well Mr Booyens, is Mr Erasmus going to be called? 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman we received this from Mr Wagner which went on record, Wagner is an 
attorney, I think there's ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: No, but the point of the matter is Mr Booyens, is Mr Erasmus going to be called to testify? 

MR BOOYENS: I'm not going to call Erasmus, he's not my client. 

CHAIRPERSON: Then on what basis can we then receive this Affidavit? 

MR BOO YENS: I didn't ask you to receive the Affidavit Mr Chairman. I've never asked you to receive that. 

CHAIRPERSON: Mr Booyens I have a document here before me that purports to be an Affidavit from 
Gerhard Nicholaas Erasmus. 

MR BOO YENS: Quite true Mr Chairman, people ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: I'm not too sure how it landed here. 

MR BOO YENS: People jump the gun, that's all I'm trying to say to you. I haven't even asked you whether I 
can hand it in and the record will show nowhere ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: I agree, but I found it in front ofme and you started asking questions. 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman I full well realise. The committee can call Erasmus after what I've put. Mr 
Van Zyl who testified here testified that he and General Erasmus never worked together, in other word that 
Erasmus was away before he arrived here in the beginning of 1984. Just to complete the picture a little 
further, I received an Affidavit wherein which it is stated and it apparently comes from Erasmus, that he 
confirms that he was transferred from Port Elizabeth in January 1984 and he took over as the Commander of 
the Security Branch in Johannesburg. All that I want to know from you and please don't misunderstand me 
Mr Van Jaarsveld, I'm putting this on the level that you might make an error and that you are not 
purposefully lying, but all I want to know from you is whether it is possible that if indeed it is so, that either ·. 0 
in 1983 that you were either here in 1983 when Erasmus was still here, that you spoke to him then or that a ~ 
member other than Van Zyl accompanied you - that is one possible connotation - the other possible 
alternative is that you are confusing somebody with Erasmus who was here in 1984 because Erasmus was no l.f_, 
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longer the Commander here in 1984 and because of that you are making an error. That's the basic idea. Just 
for the sake of background it is also - this has been said to me and it can be double checked - that it was said 
to me that Erasmus never had anything to do with Eastern Province Rugby. Later when he was in Transvaal 
he became involved with that provinces rugby affairs, but in the Eastern Province he had nothing to do with 
rugby so therefore my question is simply the following: is it possible that you were here earlier when 
Erasmus was the Commander or is it possible that when you say that it was Erasmus, you are confusing him 
with somebody else or the third alternative naturally is to say no, I don't accept that Erasmus was away, he 
was still here and as a result I spoke to both Erasmus and Van Zyl. I'm asking you to think very clearly before 
you give an answer because it is possible that you might have made a mistake? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I have submitted my Affidavit, I have read my Affidavit and that which appears in 
it is exactly how I remember it clearly. 

MR BOOYEN : No that's why I asked you or told to you that you were not purposefully lying to the 
committee. I'm just asking whether it's possible for you to make a mistake regarding the identities of one or 
the other, that means Van Zyl or Erasmus. In other words you are remember incorrectly? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: Yes, well it is humanly possible to make mistakes. In the discussion which I had 
with Erasmus - I said yesterday that we spoke about rugby. When I said that I knew I was one hundred 
percent sure that he was involved in rugby, we'd spoke about rugby. At that point I'd only met him twice in 
my life, once was here and later in Pretoria. 

MR BOOYENS: Is this the same person? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Definitely the same person. That which appears in my Affidavit is that which I 
remember which I have said. If there is some kind of argument regarding dates and times, I would not be 
able to comment about that. 

ADV BOSMAN: Mr Van Jaarsveld is there any manner in which you could narrow it down in terms of the 
fact that you were here in 1984. Is there any specific reason or any specific connection that you can make 
which leads you to say that you were here in 1984? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes, Mr Bizos said yesterday that the date had been confirmed because of an action 
of mind when I threw a stone through Janet Cherry's car window. 

MR BOOYENS: Did I understand you correctly that you conceded that there would be a possibility that you 
could be remembering incorrectly regarding the two actors in the drama, Erasmus and Van Zyl, that not both 
of them may have been present, either one or the other? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I have conceded that I could make an error, but what I remember is what I 
remember. I might have made a mistake during the process, but that's what I remember. 

MR BOO YENS: I am satisfied, thank you. Thank you Chairperson, no further questions. 

NO FURTHER QUESTIONS BY MR BOO YENS 

CHAIRPERSON: Do you think you're making a mistake? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No Chairperson. 

ADY BIZOS: Yes, firstly Mr Chainman we were supposed to receive a photograph in relation to the identity 
of Mr Van Zyl or the presence of ... (indistinct). What is my learned friend's attitude? 

MR BOOYENS: I indicated Mr Van Zyl is not available Mr Chairman, I can't get - as I said in chambers 
yesterday, I've got no objection if we make use of the photograph. I also said yesterday that I do not normally 
keep photographs of my clients, I haven't got one. 

CHAIRPERSON: I now you don,t, but perhaps your clients do? 
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MR BOO YE S: Ja, but my client's not here to give it to me. I wonder if we cannot perhaps - I'm sure we 
should be able to find a photograph of Van Zyl somewhere, lots of photographs were taken. Perhaps - I know 
my friend who's standing just down here takes lots of photographs, maybe he's got one of Van Zyl? 

MR BIZOS: We could have a rerun, I understand that the proceedings are being videoed Mr Chairman. Ifwe 
can rerun a couple of seconds of Mr Van Zyl's appearance here? We live in an electronic age and these 
difficulties can be so easily solved. 

CHAIRPERSON: ... (inaudible) adjourn for that purpose? 

MR BIZOS: I'd rather re-examine Mr Chairman and leave just that issue over because we may do it 
informally and then during an adjournment the witness can be excused. Let me just re-examine the witness. 

CHAIRPERSON: Yes. 

RE-EXAMINATION BY MR BIZOS: Mr Van Jaarsveld on the 21st of March 1984 or on the day that you 
were here, how long were you in the company of Mr Van Zyl, approximately? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It's very difficult to say. How long is the drive from Port Elizabeth to Cradock? 
And then the hour, two hours, perhaps three hours that we spent at Cradock. 

MR BIZOS: And after that you returned? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes, that's correct. 

MR BIZOS: In the same car? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes. 

MR BIZOS: And when you came to Port Elizabeth you went to a place where the meeting was being held, 
that's where the stone throwing took place. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I wasn't present at that point, there were other members of the security branch who 
I didn't know. 

MR BIZOS: While you were in the company of Mr Van Zyl did you tell him what the objective of your visit 
to the Eastern Province was? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Chairperson in truth, I'm trying very hard to remember. It wasn't unknown, we 
spoke about his Koevoet days, the fact that he had just come down from Koevoet and all such issues. I am 
sure that we would have discussed it. 

MR BIZOS: Now you had a job to do here. Your job was to determine whether Mr Goniwe could be 
eliminated. Did you tell this to Mr Van Zyl? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Truthfully, in all honesty I must tell you that I believe we discussed it, because I 
can't think of any other reason why he would have been with us. I can't think of any other reason why he 
would have driven with us. 

MR BIZOS: Didn't he want to know why you wanted to visit Mr Goniwe's home? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I think it's quite obvious why we visited Mr Goniwe's home. We wouldn't have 
come all the way down from Pretoria just to come and see how Matthew Goniwe's home looked, to see 
whether or not he had a TV or a radio. 

MR BIZOS: When he told you that the house was being monitored in any manner, did you and he both know 
why you were interested in the tapping devices which existed? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Regarding the tapping devices, Henry Fouche who was the Commander, wanted to GR 
boast about how well he was functioning in the Eastern Cape. l~ 
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MR BIZO : Was it for your purposes, was it important for your purposes to know how well Mr Goniwe was 
being monitored? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes and no. Yes in the regard that at all times, when such an operation was being 
planned, we had to be aware of the person's movements and know in the sense that for this specific situation 
the assumption wasn't was that the information was available and that it would arrive timeously at the right 
place. 

MR BIZOS: Did you and Mr Fouche, in the presence of Mr Van Zyl, ask about the habits of Mr Goniwe, 
how early he got up, what time he would arrive at home, who his friends were, whether there were people 
who walked with him if he went to the cafe, whether he went to a club or a shebeen who would accompany 
him. All those aspects? 

MR VA JAARSVELD: Mr Chairman that type of information was already at the disposal of the security 
branch at head office and we did not discuss it on a local level with Henry Fouche. I don't think at any point 
did we give an indication to Henry Fouche what the reason for our visit was. 

MR BIZO : Pertinently Mr Fouche, but you did indicate to Mr Van Zyl? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: Yes, that's correct. 

MR BIZOS: Thank you Mr Chairman, I have no further questions. 

NO FURTHER QUESTIONS BY MR BIZOS 

CHAIRPERSON: Mr ... (inaudible) 

DR TSOTSI: I always thought that misinformation operated among the enemies of the State. It appears from 
the evidence that it did operate also within the reigns of the police, that you regularly misinformed one 
another as police officer? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That's correct. 

DR TSOTSI: How is one to know where the truth really lay? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That's why we're sitting here today in order to determine the truth, so I can't tell 
you where the truth lies. 

DR TSOTSI: Are you saying that there has to be a sitting of the Amnesty Committee to determine what the 
truth is among the police officers? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That would be a very interesting issue, but I think that you should begin your 
search with the politicians and not the police. 

DR TSOTSI: It's just that we are dealing with the police at the present time. You say that the expression "to 
make a plan" meant to kill. Is that what I understand correctly to be that? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes Chairperson, we debated that, it has been discussed here. The methods of 
communication, the use of words and phrases in the security forces among the securocrats indicates that 
that's what it meant. 

DR TSOTSI: Supposing there was no Goniwe to kill, somebody came to you and said lets make a plan. What 
would that convey to you? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: If someone said to me "make a plan", the first question I would ask is with who or 
with what. Make a plan could mean let's have a braai, but if a person's name was connected to it, then that 
would be the in~erpretation which would be connected to it. ~ 

DR TSOTSI: We are surprised to learn that in this case there was no question put to Mr Snyman as to the •. 
wherefores and the why's, it was just said "make a plan" and something in the best interest of the country, l( 
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State. But surely the expression of "make a plan" could mean something else other than to kill in the 
circumstances, wouldn't it? Couldn't it mean for instance that have the banned or banished from the country 
or that kind of thing? 

MR VA JAARSVELD: Yes Chairperson it is very difficult for me to comment what the circumstances 
where under which Louis Le Grange spoke to Mr Snyman. I can't specifically tell you what they meant in 
that case. 

DR TSOTSI: Yes I appreciate that, I don't expect you to do that but I mean this question of a meaning of 
words. If I say "make a plan" can you say without other information that that definitely meant that you must 
kill. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Depending upon who had the discussion, if it was a discussion amongst legal 
persons it could mean something about restriction, the available methods of restriction and so forth. I think 
we're actually speculating here regarding a discussion of which I have no knowledge. 

ADV BOSMAN: Mr Van Jaarsveld can you remember who the Minister of Police was at the stage when you 
were in Port Elizabeth? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: When did Mr Vlok take over? 

I think it was still Louis Le Grange. 

ADV BOSMAN: And your own responsible Minister, you did not resort under the police? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No I did. 

ADV BOSMAN: Okay, thank you. When you were sent to Port Elizabeth, and my impression is that you 
were sent here to go and look at the logistics of the process of killing Mr Goniwe. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That is correct. 

ADV BOSMAN: Well if you came then to observe or think about or recommend the logistics, did you not at 
that stage think who will do it in the end? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson, no it did not always work like that. If you can remember we 
talked - I was part of the planning, the logistics - logistics means support, it was more planning and the 
planning group said that or had to say if it can happen or not happen and my feedback to Major Williams said 
that we cannot do it here in Port Elizabeth at his house. 

ADV BOSMAN: But if you must now decide if it can happen or not happen then you must also decide then 
who can do it. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No it was not my decision, it would be senior officers who decide who will 
actually carry out this. 

ADV BOSMAN: Would it be senior officers in Pretoria or senior officers here in Port Elizabeth? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It would be senior officers in Pretoria in consultation with officers here. 

ADV BOSMAN: Why do you think that would Pretoria then be involved in such a case? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Well I said earlier on in my evidence, I talked about the structures of the Security 
Council and the MSM and who were the decision makers and that they sat in Pretoria. 

ADV BOSMAN: Are you saying in other words that if you had a Brigadier here in Port Elizabeth then the 
Brigadier in Pretoria would have the edge or was ... (intervention) r • Q 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It resulted in a lot of tension because the people in - the Brigadiers in Pretoria (:}\ 
thought that they were better Brigadiers than the Brigadiers in PE. ~ 
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ADV BOSMAN: So the practical work was done here and those in Pretoria had the edge? 

ADV SI GOD I: You say that when you looked at the planning you came down to see if Mr Goniwe could be 
killed, or how he could be killed. Is that correct? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: We decided ifhe could be eliminated or not. The responsibility was not mine. 

ADV IGODI: And your conclusion was that it could not be done at his house? 

MR YAN JAARSVELD: That's correct. 

ADV SIGODI: And to whom did you communicate that? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: To Major Williamson. 

ADV IGODI: What made you come to that decision that he could not be eliminated at his house? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: It is in my statement where I said that there were too many people around him - can 
I just read it to you - my recommendation was that there were too many people and it would have made the 
operation very difficult. 

ADV SIGODI: And did you make any suggestion as to how he should be killed? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No. 

ADV POTGIETER: Mr Van Jaarsveld can I come back to the signal that was showed to you yesterday. The 
signal, according to the documents here, was addressed to General Van Rensburg and it seems - I'm not sure 
if it was one of the short pants or trouser Brigadiers, but anyway Van Rensburg - it seems as if it was general 
knowledge that he as an important person in the secretariat of the Security Council - it was addressed to him 
and it contained suggestions from the EPJMS - I think it was also general knowledge - if it was addressed to 
this General would it then have been fed into the system, the National Council System? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes Mr Chairperson, I cannot tell you what General Van Rensburg's position was 
exactly at that stage, but securocrats also had an illness where there names and post descriptions varied and 
changed a lot, but yes he was senior enough where such a message would be received by him, it could also 
have been discussed on a Cabinet level. I cannot say that in this specific case that was the case. 

MR BIZOS: May I be of assistance Mr Chairman. It was common cause at the inquest that General Van 
Rensburg was the secretary of the secretariat of the Security Council. 

ADV POTGIETER: Thank you, thank you Mr Bizos. There our problem has been solved, so he was 
definitely a long trouser person. This signal was dated 17th of June 1998 and we know that according to the 
information that we have, that the previous day there was a type of action committee under the Chair of the 
Deputy Minister, Mr Vlok, they were appointed to consider the whole Goniwe issue and that action 
committee again appointed a work committee or asked the secretariat to appoint a work committee who will 
consider this matter further and then make recommendations concerning the fate of Mr Goniwe and it seems 
as if around the 7th, during that time when that committee sat and the piece that was sent back to Mr Vlok's 
action committee, with certain recommendations, how they must act on Mr Goniwe or on this matter - would 
that be probable that it was fed in that process of consideration concerning Mr Goniwe? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That is very difficult to say Mr Chairperson. What is important there is it depended 
on who sat on that committee or if that signal would have been fed in. 

ADV POTGIETER: You see the signal is addressed to General Van Rensburg, the secretary of this secretariat 
and the secretariat appointed a work committee in answer of the Vlok's committee who reported back to this 
action committee. Why would this signal not have been fed in into this work committee, in their workings 
and activities? Cf 
MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson if it was purely a committee which was appointed to decide about 
the action or the killing of Goniwe it would have been fed in. LC 
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ADY POTGIETER: Well it considers Mr Goniwe's fate, what was going to happen about him. There were 
different ideas, but the goal was to decide what would ultimately happen to him. 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: Then I doubt if that signal would have been fed in. 

ADV POTGIETER: Why do you doubt that? 

MR YAN JAARSVELD: If it was purely about the social aspects the signal would not have been fed in there. 

ADV POTGIETER: There is a work committee who considered all the inputs. There were seemingly, or in 
the document in front of us, a difference on how people decided how to act upon Mr Goniwe and this action 
committee of Vlok had to finally decide what to do. We've got a whole list of about thirty two high ranking 
officials, safety or security police ... (intervention) 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: Was that committee thirty two big? 

ADV POTGIETER: Yes and we've got it here in our minutes, it was from the Deputy Minister to Lieutenant 
Generals, National Security, Intelligence etc. 

MR VAN JAAR V LD: No Mr Chairperson it is just too big to decide on elimination of one person, it was 
just too big. Things like this was done on a need-to-know basis. Thirty two people would have been too big. 

ADV POTGIETER: I'm not saying that, I'm not talking about the action committee, I'm talking about the 
work committee. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: How big was the work committee? 

ADV POTGIETER: We've got the pieces here. 

MR BIZOS: If I can help, there were eight of them. 

ADV POTGIETER: It was a committee of eight. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Depending on how it was compiled and who were in it, what was their level of 
decision making. I think there's various questions one can ask with a signal like this that it would have been 
fed into a committee of eight. The signal would have been dealt with on a level where the secretary of the 
secretariat would have sat, where the Ministers or Attorney Generals or police, Defence Force etc, it would 
have been the people who made such a decision. That group would have been very small. 

ADV POTGIETER: You see the document we've got here that reports back from the work committee says 
that there was input from the EP JMS and then they made a recommendation, it was a recommendation that 
Mr Goniwe must not be killed but that the solution is that he must be reappointed. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes Mr Chairperson where people said that he must be reappointed I can just come 
back to what we talked about earlier on and disinformation, governments, propaganda, it could have been the 
decision that to kill Goniwe had already been taken and that they went through the steps as a smoke screen, 
as a disinformation propaganda process saying that the government has got nothing to do with it. 

ADV POTGIETER: Including Mr Vlok? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I cannot say if Mr Vlok was there or not. 

CHAIRPERSON: No he's on a committee here that appointed a work committee and your suggestion is that 
that whole operation to appoint this work team to decide on what must happen to Mr Goniwe regarding his 
work as a teacher and that it is a smoke screen. The suggestion is that Mr Vlok then was part of that smoke 
screen and he knew what was going to happen? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Well then he knew what was going to happen, but you summed it up very well, it GF. 
was a suggestion of mine and nothing else. l C 
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ADV POTGIETER: Yes but certainly it is a suggestion that you make, but the other possibility is also that 
the sincere or attitude was that Mr Goniwe must be reappointed but that this murder or killing was not agreed 
to or that their attitude did not agree with what was spelt out here. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes Mr Chairperson but you must remember that there's always been a large 
struggle between the doubts or the do's and the don'ts, the securocrats and the politicians they were very 
strong at that stage, they only lost their power later on. 

ADV POTGIETER: So there could have been another scenario in that the official attitude was indeed that it 
would have been the best thing to reappoint Mr Goniwe but that another group or that the other group 
disagreed with that and decided that he must be killed? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson it is the closest that we can get to it and I think very close to the 
truth. 

ADV POTGIETER: I would just lastly like to ask you - I just need clarity - at various times yesterday you 
were asked about the revolution and the whole warfare issue. If I heard you correctly, you quoted from a 
piece in front of you and you said and the quote that you read was that the goal of this revolution was to 
replace apartheid and not to reform it. Is that correct? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: I think the word was to destroy apartheid. 

ADV POTGIETER: In other words - I am just trying to understand the concept of revolution. Is it revolution 
in a sense that it implies the destruction of a certain system? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Ifwe talk about destruction of a system through election, it is a normal democratic 
way but if it's a military struggle or infiltrate a country and there's sabotation and terrorism then it's a 
revolutionary warfare. 

ADV POTGIETER: So you are you saying that it was in the modus operandi in the action of the ANC was 
revolutionary, but not in their viewpoints. In other words it is not revolutionary in that it wants to replace 
apartheid with a democracy, it's not a revolution for that reason, it's a revolution because of the methods, the 
modus operandi. Is that your position? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes, if I can just say to you that Mr Thambo himself said in '84, on the 8th of 
January in the annual remembrance of the ANC, that all revolutions - he himself talked about a revolution. If 
you go further in the ANC piece, he talks about a struggle ... (intervention) 

ADV POTGIETER: Could you just read that quote for us again please, that that you read yesterday? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: If I can just find it .... (indistinct) power, ours is no exception. The slogan "power 
to the people" means one thing and one thing only, it means we seek to destroy the power of apartheid 
tyranny and replace it with popular power from the government whose authority derives from the will of all 
our people, both Black and White. We do not fight to reform apartheid, but to abolish it in it's entirety. 

ADV POTGIETER: You see that 1s what - is the point there not the viewpoint that it's a revolution in that it 
wants to destroy or replace apartheid, whatever the concept is that we want to use, but is it not focused on the 
viewpoint? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson yes, I think we can discuss this for a very long time or debate for a 
very long time but the viewpoint of a revolutionary is, if it is as they call it a justified struggle because they 
want to replace such an evil system like apartheid. I do not know. I know what you're asking and yes 
revolution as it is done and - it always, violence was always part of it and that was to destroy an evil system 
like apartheid and it was to place democracy in it's place and I think if there's been no violent - I don't know 
if it will be justified if people died in the process. For the revolutionary and the counter revolutioner it would 
have been the same, so if we talk about this we would have to go into the principle of revolution and counter , _9 
revolution. l) \ 
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ADV POTGIETER: You see one of the applicants in this matter who was a very senior officer, he gave 
evidence before you and he said to us that the solution for the problem that the security police fought on a 
political level, it was a political solution. That is what he said. So what I'm trying to understand is what did 
you do, if you can comment on that. I know you may not be involved on the same level as that applicant, but 
the struggle of the security police, was it to prevent a system that is today in South Africa from being put in 
place. In other words the viewpoint of that revolution that is mentioned in that quote of yours? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: Mr Chairperson yes, at that stage the National Party was the governing party and 
their policy was based on the apartheid system and we can now with hindsight think of it, discuss it and 
dissect it and to think or to say that if it was justifiable for the police to then support the government, it was 
the police force of that government as the same police force, or the great percentage of it, of who then 
support the government of that day, now support today's government. It was a police force which supported 
the government of the day. If you can now, a few years later, say that the police force were wrong or that they 
were right or that they were wrong because they supported an evil system, I think those are things that you 
could write books about at a later stage. ADV POTGIETER: You see our task is not a philosophical task, but 
our task is to, in this case as unsavoury as it is, to decide if it was justifiable in these circumstances. In other 
words the point I would like to make or that I'm struggling with is the question if to kill people, as in this 
case, would that have been justified? If one considers the viewpoint of the revolutionary which was fought 
according to the security police, if it was wrong or right and we accept it that way, if it was justifiable to act 
in such a manner to stop that revolutionary goal. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson, although it was the viewpoint of the revolutionaries to replace the 
government, they did it by means of violence, mass action, sabotage and it was an acceptable norm and 
practice and if you read about it, it was counter revolutionary that you fight him in the same way that he 
fights his own revolution and the policemen did the same things. I think if one reads up on what the 
revolutionaries, the PAC and ANC did when they were still a liberation movement, they also committed 
violence and it is internationally acceptable that a revolution or counter revolution is committed in the same 
way and I mentioned it yesterday - it's about the winning of the hearts and minds of people, it's a mass 
warfare, a mass movement and you must get the support of the masses and to quote counter revolution is to 
remove the leadership from the revolution in order to intimidate them in such a way that they would follow 
you. 

ADV POTGIETER: You are right yes, we can debate about it for a very long time. This is a more concrete 
case but thank you very much for your input. 

ADV BOSMAN: Mr Van Jaarsveld you mentioned that it was, or would have been a possibility, on a 
question from my colleague here, that it is a possibility that this decision to reappoint Mr Goniwe could have 
been a smoke screen. Let us consider or say that it was a smoke screen. Who would you suspect would have 
known that it was a smoke screen? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: To call it a smoke screen there would have been very few people who knew about 
it. 

ADV BOSMAN: So the people who were part of the elimination of Goniwe, would they have been informed 
about it? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Not on local level, no but if we make this assumption that it was a top level 
decision to kill Mr Goniwe, it would have been on that level but on local level they would not have known 
about it. 

CHAIRPERSON: Mr Van Jaarsveld do you know why Mr Van Zyl was sent with you to Cradock? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes Sakkie van Zyl, we drove with him in the car. In the second place he was a 
person who came from the local security branch in Port Elizabeth who had to support us and give us 
assistance. 

CHAIRPERSON: But I assume that he must had to know something about the visit and that is the reason r.:R, 
why he was sent with you? V 

le 
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MR VAN JAARSVELD: That is correct. 

CHAIRPERSON: Yesterday you gave evidence or if you remember that he knew something about your visit, 
why do you say that? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson I think here in my statement - I just want to read it if you could 
excuse me. In my statement I say that Colonel Erasmus was here for the purpose of our visit and that Sakkie 
Van Zyl accompanied us ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: Yes, we talked about this. Are you sure about that? 

MR VAN JAAR VELD: I cannot for certainty remember, one drives from Port Elizabeth to Cradock and 
back and the whole day you're in each other's company. I believe that we would not have discussed it for the 
whole day, that for today I cannot remember completely what was said that day, but I am convinced that we 
would have discussed it. 

CHAIRPERSON: So he knew from '84 of the plan to kill Mr Goniwe? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: In '84 there was the plan to do it. That plan was only realised in '85, but that's not to 
say that during that period is was daily said that he will be killed. 

CHAIRPERSON: But at that stage he would have known that it was being considered to kill Goniwe? But 
according to your evidence I get the impression that the decision was already made and it was just and where 
he would be killed that had to be decided on. That is why you were asked to go and look if it would be 
possible to go and kill him at his house? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes Mr Chairperson I would say that the decision has already been made. 

CHAIRPERSON: Tell me also, and it's something that bothers me, policemen who at that stage worked at 
the security police, did they have to have certain qualifications apart from what the ordinary policeman had? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson, no not really. What did happen was that we were selected and the 
form of selection I cannot really tell. They had to be trustworthy, they had to be good policeman - if you can 
then say that people who killed people later - they had to be good policemen, they had to investigate, had to 
be a policeman who could see a case through. 

CHAIRPERSON: But someone who was properly trained or people who didn't have a loose mouth and talk 
about it in bottle stores? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes that is debatable because many of those policemen did become alcoholics 
because of the pressure and stress that they lived in and some of the people who were called the operators. 

CHAIRPERSON: To find a person in that system in the security branch, he must be one of the brothers? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No, I do not think that is correct. Any person could have worked there, if you were 
a policeman who was trustworthy and a person who could see the case through - maybe later he could have 
become an inner circle brother, but when he started there it was just not the case. 

CHAIRPERSON: Did you have the potential to become a brother? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Yes Mr Chairperson, if you talk about brother you talk about the "Broederbond". 

CHAIRPERSON: No, I'm talking about the community in the security police. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: What did happen and Adv Booyens did discuss it with us earlier on, sub cultures 
developed within the security forces and to fit into this sub culture you had to be taken in and it brought 
people closer to each other and you could have talked about a brother relationship, but if you looked at the O 
groups it was always the same type of groups. They were always brought together, it was not a secret (j\ 
situation or a secret group it was situations that brought them together or circumstances that brought them 
together and there then a brotherly relationship would evolve. L(,, 
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CHAIRPERSON: These people who then decided to go and work in the security forces, you probably knew 
what dangers there were and what type of work you had to do? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: Mr Chairperson it was very interesting and I will tell you how I ended up at the 
security forces and you will then see. I went from University to the police ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: Oh I see you have a degree. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: And directly to the security forces. 

CHAIRPERSON: When that happened, did you know what dangers there were? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No, not at all. No, you do not know anything because you haven't been there. Only 
when you are there you see that it's very different and policemen who have been in the force for years knew 
that these people worked in a different way. 

CHAIRPERSON: And these people would not have known that the so-called terrorists had to be faced or 
will come face to face with these terrorists. They did not know it? 

MR VAN JAAR~ VELD: Yes they would have, definitely. 

CHAIRPERSON: Do you know whether the policemen in the security police received any psychological 
training in order to manage these problems? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: You're touching upon an issue which in my opinion is one of the greatest issues 
which should be presented to those who were in charge back then. This war was the war of the captains, most 
of those who were applying for amnesty had the rank of captain, they were the commanders of units and they 
have been thrown to the wolves. They were never given any kind of psychological treatment. 

CHAIRPERSON: The reason why I asked this question is because of one of the other cases which I have 
heard and in this case a person was shot dead and burnt out and right next to the hole which they dug in order 
to bum this person out, a braai was held and beer was consumed and it boggles me to think how people could 
do this? 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That's one of the strangest things that one could find in a war situation. If you 
consult the reference books you'll see that wars were fought in South America, revolutionary wars where 
corpses were draped over cars, placed in streets and so forth. Policemen, the men who were specifically 
involved in these affairs lost a lot and the most serious thing that they lost was their own sense of humanity, 
that's what they lost and that is why things like that happened because there was absolutely no psychological 
counselling, no structures to help these people who worked on ground level and that's why they did things 
like that. 

CHAIRPERSON: That's why I initially asked the question as to what kind of person would be selected to 
work in the security police. Did this person have to possess a certain type of character in order to work there 
and do that type of work. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: No, not at all. The work gave them a specific character. 

CHAIRPERSON: You said that your proposal in 1984 was that Mr Goniwe should not be killed at his home 
for certain reasons but that it would be preferable to kill him along the road, I suppose in the still of the night 
and that's exactly what happened, he was found by the roadside. He was killed very far away from his home. 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: I only ... (end of tape) 

CHAIRPERSON: Mr Booyens are there any questions you would like to ... (intervention) 

MR BOOYENS: No thank you Mr Chairman. 

NO QUESTIONS BY MR BOO YENS 
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MR BIZOS: No, no questions arising from the committees questions Mr Chairman but my learned friend has 
apparently been favoured with a photograph from some member of the press corp. 

CHAIRPERSON: You do have a photograph? 

MR BIZOS: ... [indistinct] Mr Chairman for the purposes of ... (indistinct). 

MR VAN JAARSVELD: That is definitely Sakkie van Zyl. 

MR BIZOS: Yes I think that members of the committee would remember the image of Mr Van Zyl. Ifwe can 
hand it in as an exhibit or the members can, we can record it as a fact ... (inaudible) identified him as Mr Van 
Zyl from a photograph produced by his own counsel. 

CHAIRPER ON: Everybody's in agreement that that is correct. 

MR BIZOS: Now Mr Chairman there's just something that I want in fairness to put on record as a result of 
some of the questions asked by Adv Potgieter because I know the record, because I was in the inquest. The 
inset that is referred to in Exhibit H - the report to the Minister of the works committee, was said in evidence 
not to have been the signal, but probably was the document of the 23rd of May - the "Nooit-ooit" inset. None 
of the members that sat on the committee admitted that the signal was placed before them Mr Chairman. The 
evidence of Mr Van Rensburg of what he did with it was a ping-pong game Mr Chairman on the finding of 
his Lordship Mr Justice Zietsman, he couldn't really decide what he did with it, but the members of the 
committee, in fairness to them, all said that they did not have that signal before them. I thought that I would 
place that on record in order to ... (intervention) 

CHAIRPERSON: ... (inaudible). 

MR BIZOS: Yes, we are ready to call another witness. I don't know if you want to take an adjournment. 

CHAIRPERSON: ... (inaudible) 

MR BIZOS: Yes. Well for the next witness Mr Chairman, this may be an appropriate time. Thank you. 

COMMITTEE ADJOURNS 

WI1NESS EXCUSED 

MR BOOYENS: ... (inaudible) witness, I would like to place on record that it is common cause that - and my 
learned friend must help me to tell me if I don't say exactly what he wants to hear, that on the night of the 
21st of March 1984 somebody threw a stone or a brick or something through the windscreen of the car of 
one Janet Cherry. 

MR BIZOS: It will make it unnecessary to call the witness ... (indistinct). The next witness Mr Chairman is 
Mr Derek Swartz. He'll speak in English. 

CHAIRPERSON: Mr Swartz have you got any objection to the taking of the oath? 

DEREK SWARTZ: So help me God. 

CHAIRPERSON: Be seated. 

EXAMINATION BY MR BIZOS: Mr Swartz what is your 

occupation? 

PROF SWARTZ: I am presently a University Professor at the University of Fort Hare. 

MR BIZOS: So we'll call you Professor Swartz now? 

PROF SWARTZ: Well, if you wish. 
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DATE: 25-02-1998 

NICOLAAS JAKOBUS JANSE VAN RENSBURG: (sworn states) 

MR BOOYENS: The witness' application appears on page 20 of the record, Mr Chairman. Mr Van Rensburg 
- Mr Chairman, just before dealing with this, there is just a formal aspect, although I do not know whether it 
is strictly speaking necessary, but in paragraph 9(a)(l) I would just ask for an amendment to add to abduction 
and killing of the four mentioned persons, and any other offence of delict arising from that. 

I do this ex abundanti because I do not really think it is necessary. My impression is if you get amnesty, you 
get amnesty irrespective, but I know in some instances some of your colleagues have said, was of the view 
that one should actually specify it wider than it has been specified in this. 

CHAIRPERSON: Sorry, you are asking for an amendment to include any other possible crime that may flow 
out of the same action? 

MR BOOYENS: Yes, well, crime or delict. 

CHAIRPERSON: Yes. 

EXAMINATION BY MR BOO YENS: Thank you Mr Chairman. Mr Van Rensburg, in front of you you have 
your application for amnesty, is that correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Do you confirm what is stated on page 20? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: I confirm it. 

MR BOO YENS: Page 21? Is it correct, do you confirm that? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MRBOOYE S: And page 22, to where paragraph 9 starts, do you confirm that? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

CHAIRPERSON: Mr Van Rens burg, the acts for which you are applying for amnesty, that includes murder is 
that correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

CHAIRPERSON: I can't hear? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, that is correct. 

CHAIRPERSON: I see on the top paragraph on page 22, you allege that you had never at any stage acted for 
your own personal gain or with any mala fide motives. What exactly do you mean by that? Especially the 
mala fide part? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That I didn't commit the acts with any criminal intent or objective. I did it r Q 
because at that stage I believed it was in the interests of the country and the State. ~ 
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CHAIRPERSON: How can murder be a bona fide act? 

MR JANSE VAN RE SB URG: No, it can never be bona fide, but I am saying that there was a reason for 
acting in such a way. In my view there can never by any justification, legal justification for what I did. If 
there was, I wouldn't be sitting here today, but I did it based on the very firm convictions which I had at the 
time. 

CHAIRPERSON: Thank you. 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Chairman, just in fact if the Committee would be so kind to look at Section 20(2)(b), 
that any offence must be committed with bona fide. so this is as opposed to mala fide. 

CHAIRPERSON: Is it as a result of that Section? 

MR BOOYENS: I beg your pardon Mr Van Rensburg. In paragraph 9 it says that during 1984, what 
happened in that period, I will come back to this, but I would just like to deal with this provisionally, I am 
dealing here with pages 22, 23, 24 and 25 as far as the paragraph which starts with the words "Major Du 
Plessis", do you confirm all of that? 

MRJANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, I do. 

MR BOO YENS: At this stage you were second in command of the Security Branch in Port Elizabeth, is that 
correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Please describe your functions and duties very briefly? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: My function was about 80 percent administrative and virtually all 
correspondence or post, came to my desk. Depending on the contents of the correspondence, I would then 
decide where to channel that particular correspondence or letters for further attention. 

Documents or correspondence which I thought was of importance to the Commanding Officer, I would refer 
it to him first and he could then issue further issues based on that. Orders which went further than the orders 
which I could have given. 

I also sometimes wrote instructions or orders on the documents for the attention of the particular Section 
Commander, or I perhaps penned a question to him, something that required clarification. 

Some of the reports which went from PE to Security Headquarters in Pretoria or any other section anywhere 
else in the country, I would check these as far as the content was concerned, and I would decide whether that 
would also first have to go to the Commanding Officer before it was sent, so that he could possibly comment 
on it. 

That was in the main my task, the distribution of information and receipt thereof. And the taking of certain 
decisions in respect of that. 

MR BOO YENS: So, by virtue of that you had quite a broad overview of what was going on because I am 
assuming that before you could make any decisions, you would have to make the documents? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Correct. 

MR BOO YENS: So you had a broad overview of the local security situation in Port Elizabeth and vicinity 
and over the provincial security situation, in the region as a whole and also to some extent you had an 
overview of the national security situation, because all this documentation came to your desk? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: And your knowledge also enabled you to make a reasonable evaluation of people and 
organisations and threats that they posed, is that correct? r __ Q 
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MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, broadly speaking. 

MR BOOYENS: Your Security Police experience at that stage had gone as far back as 1968? 

MR JANSE VAN RE SBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOO YENS: That is when you started in the Durban Security Branch? 

MR JAN EVAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOO YENS: During the 1980's, and I want you to specifically testify on this point because the members 
of this panel have perhaps not heard this particular evidence so it is important that we deal with it, during the 
1980's there was a system which devolved from the State Security Council which is known as the Joint 
Management System or Centre, the so-called JMC, is that correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYEN : Die State Security Council was based on the legislation but the State Security Council, I 
think Mr Bizos also referred to that, the SCR consisted of virtually all members of the National Cabinet and 
certain departmental heads, senior Defence Force Officers and other important officials, State officials, is 
that correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Now this was devolved down to a local JMC, which actually would have been a provincial 
JMC? I am not talking about provincial in the sense of the whole of the Cape Province, but provincial in the 
sense of the Eastern Cape or Natal or that kind of situation, is that correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, I don't want to split hairs on that, but my recollection of it is that 
Eastern Province Division, the Police Division was a sub-JMC and border was also a sub-JMC, and once or 
twice a month these two would meet as a JMC. 

I may be wrong, but that is more or less how I can remember it. Maybe Eastern Province had its own JMC, I 
can't recall exactly. 

MR BOOYENS: One can understand that, it is a long time ago. Let's just talk about the EP JMC, whether it 
is a sub-JMC or not, I don't think anything turns on that. 

Now, the JMC normally functioned under the Chairmanship of the local Commanding Officer of the Defence 
Force, is that correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: And at the JMC there were representatives from the Police, which included the Security 
Branch and several other important or interested parties from State departments? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: In this respect one thinks of departments such as Education, several State departments 
which have an interest in the governing of the country? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: Were there also some sub-Committees of the JMC who acted in a more specialised way? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: In this respect, was there a JIC, Joint Intelligence Centre? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 
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MR BOO YENS: There was a JOC, Joint Operational Centre? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: There was "Veikom", Security Committee? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOO YENS: And there were also a number of other committees, I don't think it is necessary to list them 
all. These committees or meetings of the committees were attended by heads of certain departments, 
sometimes there were different permutations of people who would attend these meetings? 

MR BOOYENS: Did you on occasion also attend these meetings when the Commanding Officer wasn't 
present? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: These smaller committees, I have for instance referred to the JOC, the Joint Operational 
Centre, JOC, representatives on that committee - did that include the non-uniform people, I am talking about 
the Police and Defence Force? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, not normally. 

MR BOOYENS: So some of these sub-committees only consisted of the uniform Police or Defence Force? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: So apart from the JMC meetings to be attended, there were also some of these joint sub
committees that had to be attended? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Van Rensburg, during the period that Colonel Harold Snyman was the Commanding 
Officer, that is from 1984 onwards, he in his capacity as Security Branch Commander, did he attend the JMC 
meetings? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOO YENS: Did you sometimes attend with him or ifhe wasn't available, did you attend on his behalf? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: When he wasn't available, yes. 

MR BOOYENS: The Chairmanship of the JMC in the Eastern Province at that time - that resorted under the 
Defence Force, the Commanding Officer of the Defence Force or the command in the Eastern Province? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, as far as I can recall. 

MR BOOYENS: Colonel Snyman, did he attend any of these other meetings of these other committees? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Colonel Snyman when attending these meetings, did he give any feedback to you as 
members, did he give you any feedback as to what happened? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, he did sometimes. Sometimes he didn't. 

MR BOOYENS: Let us bring the matter a bit closer to home. The security situation in the Eastern Cape as 
far as you were personally aware in 1984, 1985, what exactly was it like? 
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MR JAN EVAN RE SBURG: I would say that the security situation in the Eastern Province was in a very 
bad way. There were areas where there was absolutely no law and order. 

There were areas that were known as liberated zones. There were places where alternative structures had 
been established to supplant the legal governmental structures. 

And there were necklace murders. People had been actually driven out of the townships. The policemen and 
here I am specifically referring to black policemen at the time, some of them had also been driven out of 
their communities and they had to find homes elsewhere. 

Some of them had to live in tents for long periods of time. So undoubtedly in my opinion and in the opinions 
of other people at the time, there was a revolutionary onslaught or conflict and activities, these were the 
order of the day during this period in the province, or in certain parts any way. 

MR BOO YENS: This revolutionary battle that was being waged, I think it is common knowledge that it was 
waged by the so-called liberation movements? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSB URG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: And drawing on your knowledge and experience of security matters, was it so that the 
purpose and objective of the liberation movements was to overthrow the government and to supplant it with 
another government? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: As far as the methods were concerned, as far as you knew, were the methods used always 
of a peaceful nature or was there sometimes violence? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, there was definitely use made of violence at times. 

MR BOO YENS: The violence begot further violence. There would be cases of arson, riots, unrest and there 
would be shooting incidents between the Police and the communities, is that correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: The task of the Security Police in this context, what was your task? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: We had to gather information and intelligence regarding the activities of the 
activists and persons who were busy orchestrating the violence or inciting it or fermenting it as well as the 
organisations within which this took place. 

MR BOOYENS: Once you had gathered the information, very wide powers were granted to the Security 
Police under the then existing legislation to prosecute people, to place them under banning orders and 
restriction orders, detain them without trial, there were many different methods? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Correct. 

MR BOOYENS: You have already mentioned the fact that there were alternative structures established. Were 
there certain areas where the normal governmental functions had ceased to exist? I am here referring to for 
instance police patrols and that kind of thing, did it collapse? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, especially in respect of normal policing duties, there were certain areas 
that were only accessible by means of armed vehicles, such as Caspirs and at times obstructions were placed 
and ditches made in certain areas, so that even those armed vehicles had problems to enter certain areas. 

MR BOO YENS: The Bobby on the Beat, to call it that, that simply disappeared, it was no longer there? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Not at all. That is so, not in the black areas. 
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MR BOO YENS: When we refer to normal policing, we are talking about your ordinary Detective, uniformed 
Detective who would go and investigate housebreaking and things like that? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Or simply to do crime prevention patrol? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSB URG: Yes. 

MR BOO YENS: It was your task as the Security Forces to gather this intelligence? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSB URG: Yes. 

MR BOOYE S: Reference has already been made to the alternative structures and so on that had been 
established in certain places. 

Now, according to your information, who were the architects and who advocated these alternative structures? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: The information which came to my notice was that Mr Matthew Goniwe 
had been instrumental in the establishment of alternative structures and his plan was known as the so-called 
G-Plan. 

MR BOO YENS: The G-Plan, was that primarily aimed at the rural areas? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, I wouldn't say only in the rural areas, but here definitely yes - in some 
of our rural areas. 

MR BOOYENS: During this period, there were certain rural areas that found themselves in the situation as 
you have already sketched? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOO YENS: Obviously these structures led to the Security Forces having to give more and more urgent 
attention to that? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Based on what Colonel Snyman informed you, was there from the JMC side, and when I 
talk about the JMC, the JMC with all its sub-committees, did the JMC also attend to these matters? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: You said that Snyman sometimes gave you feedback, let us draw the focus closer to the 
current situation. In respect of the security situation in the Eastern Cape generally, in respect of the 
implementation of the G-Plan and so-called alternative structures, what kind of feedback did you receive if 
any from Snyman? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That more attention should be given to obtaining more information as far as 
who the ring leaders where, who were the people directly responsible for this. 

MR BOOYENS: Is that what you referred to if you look at page 24 - you say that as a result of this, there 
was increased activities and consultation and liaison between the JMC and the Security Branch? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: You talk about a data base that was then established and that from this emerged a more 
complete picture as to the ring leaders and the people responsible for the situation? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 
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MR BOOYENS: Mr Van Rensburg, the situation in Cradock specifically, as far as that is concerned, were 
you aware that there was a meeting in February 1985 which was attended by the Minister of Law and Order, 
Minister Louis le Grange? Barend du Plessis was at that stage the Minister of Black Education and there was 
a Morrison who was also the local MEC or MP for Cradock, Johan Coetzee the Commissioner of Police and 
a couple of other interested parties? 

And Colonel Snyman was also told to attend the meeting? 

MR JANSE VA RENSBURG: Yes, I can recall such a meeting. The people that you have now mentioned, 
but I can't recall them all, can't remember whether I knew that they were present, maybe I had forgotten some 
of their names. I can recall that the Minister was there, that is Minister le Grange, or I was told that Minister 
le Grange was there. 

MR BOOYEN : Told to you by whom? 

MR JANSE VAN REN BURG: By Colonel Snyman. 

MR BOO YENS: After Colonel Snyman attended this meeting, did he give you any feedback as to a private 
conversation he had with le Grange? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. He gave me that feedback. 

MR BOOYENS: To you? Please tell the Commission what Mr Snyman told you in essence about that 
conversation. 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Mr Snyman told me that he had a private conversation with Minister le 
Grange and that le Grange had told him that the situation in the Eastern Province needed attention and should 
be addressed. 

He wanted to know why these people weren't being prosecuted, what the problem was and why people 
responsible for the violence, could not be brought to court. 

Mr Snyman apparently answered that lawful actions simply had no effect any longer, and that witnesses was 
simply not obtainable as a result of the intimidation and that the other options such as detention etc, were no 
longer effective because it simply led to an escalation in the violence. 

MR BOOYENS: We are talking about restriction orders, detention with trial, bannings, etc? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: What else did he say? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Well, he told me that Minister le Grange told him that well, then you should 
make some other drastic plan. 

MR BOOYENS: Can you recall whether he told you what le Grange's exact words were? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, I can't remember exactly but what it amounted to was that some other 
drastic plan should be made to counter the problem posed by the activists, to neutralise them. 

MR BOOYENS: To neutralise or something to that effect? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, that is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: You and Mr Snyman talked about this, what was Mr Snyrnan's conclusion as to what the 
Minister had actually told him? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Snyman told me he had gained the impression or it was clear to him that the 
Minister had meant to say that we should actually get rid of these people in an unlawful way. 
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MR BOO YENS: In other words eliminate them? 

MR JANSE VA RENSB URG: Yes. 

MR BOO YENS: Now, what were your inferences as to that conversation, did you agree with that conclusion 
of his? 

MR JAN SE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: This was in February 1985? 

MR JAN EVAN RENSBURG: Yes, I assume it was that time. 

MR BOOYENS: Let's come back to the pressure from the JMC - what happened after this? What kind of 
feedback did you receive from Mr Snyman? 

Let's talk in general. The relationship between you and the Defence Force, was it a tugging of war who did 
not do his work? The Army told you you didn't do your work and the reverse? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBlJRG: Yes, this happened. 

MR BOO YENS: And on the JMC, what was the feedback that Colonel Snyman gave you about the attitude 
of the Defence Force in that situation? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Well, he told me sometimes that when he came from such a meeting, that 
the Security Branch received a slap on the wrist because of our inability to deal with these violence situation 
and the alternative structure situation. 

MR BOOYENS: In other words, to let the violence situation cool down? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOO YENS: Can you recall - you heard Mr Van Zyl's evidence, that round about the 6th, 7th of June you 
called him in and you gave him an order. 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: Tell the Commission what led to this? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: It was where Colonel Snyman returned from a JMC meeting and mentioned 
to me that there was in discussion with the Defence Force in the JMC that the Security Branch was being put 
under pressure and it was said that the Security Police are unable to stabilise the position. 

And that during the discussions it was said by Army personnel that the only manner to save the situation, 
was to eliminate the hooligans amongst the activists. 

MR BOOYENS: What did Colonel Snyman tell you? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: He said he cannot see any other solution and he asked me if I could speak to 
Mr Van Zyl and Colonel Du Plessis about the possibility of elimination of Goniwe and his hangers on, or his 
Lieutenants around him. 

MR BOO YENS: The name of Mr Goniwe was specifically mentioned? At that stage it was his name and his 
co-warts that was named? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, that is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: How did you interpret what Colonel Snyman told you? Was it an instruction that you 
should look at it, or what was the situation? 
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MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, definitely it was an instruction. 

MR BOOYENS: You have told us already that at that stage, you were up to date with the security situation in 
the Eastern Cape. 

CHAIRPERSON: Before you continue Mr Van Rens burg, how many times before this incident, before this 
discussion with Snyman, was Goniwe arrested? 

MR JANSE VAN REN BURG: Mr Chairman, it is a long time ago and I could be wrong, but I imagine, I 
just remember once. But if somebody tells me that there was more, I couldn't argue this point. 

I am not sure. I know he was detained once from April 1984 to approximately September 1984, he was 
detained for sixth months. I cannot remember any other incident where he was detained. I cannot say that my 
memory is so good that I can remember everything. 

MR BOOYENS: The Chairperson asked you about the arrest of Goniwe. Do you remember whether he was 
picked up for questioning and then let go again? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: This is possible. I just cannot remember a specific incident where I can 
remember it, it is possible. 

MR BOO YENS: It seems from the Judge Zietsman's judgement that during approximately March and April 
there was a request from you that under the provisions of the Security Act, he should be picked up again and 
detained? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: I cannot remember this specifically, but I won't argue the point. 

MR BOOYENS: Just to explain briefly. Detention without trial, is not something you could decide on? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: You had to motivate this and it had to be authorised by the Minister? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: Just to continue, you said you received the instruction from Mr Snyman. Relevant at this 
stage, it is something that my learned colleague Mr Bizos pointed out to us, it seems that at this stage there 
was a signal from Defence Force that concerned Mr Goniwe and some other names, I cannot remember 
them, this was put to Mr Van Zyl? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, I heard this. 

MR BOO YENS: Do you know of this Defence Force signal? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, not at all. 

MR BOOYENS: With the type of operation that fo1lowed this, would you and the soldiers have worked 
together with such a type of operation? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, I don't think so. 

MR BOOYENS: There was not good cooperation between the two Forces? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: On certain levels there was good cooperation, but maybe when I look back 
now, there was somewhat professional jealousy amongst us. 

But I think in this field, we had much more information than them. 

MR BOOYENS: Colonel Snyman gave you a directive that you had to look at the elimination of these 
people, what was your personal feeling? 
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CHAIRPERSON: What were his actual words, the directive? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: He told me that I should speak to Mr Du Plessis and Mr Van Zyl that they 
looked at the possibility to look at Goniwe and his co-warts or the people who were responsible for this 
revolutionary onslaught, violence - to eliminate them in a manner that would not point the finger at the 
Security Police. 

MR BOOYE S: I know you can only talk about the impression you got, was this the impression that came 
from Mr Snyman, did you form any impression over where this came from? 

MR JAN E VAN RENSBURG: I got the impression that he received this instruction from elsewhere, 
because at that time I believed that he would not act on his own and give these instructions. 

And because of what he told me about his discussion with Mr le Grange and the Defence Force personnel at 
the JMC, I got the impression that he got it from higher up. 

MR BOO YENS: I think you have mentioned previously that the discussion between the two of you was just 
after he came from a meeting? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: What I just asked you earlier, you personally told us that you had a broad insight to the 
security situation at ground level, not that you were a field worker, but you have seen all the reports. Is that 
correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Van Rensburg, what was your feeling, your personal feeling when Colonel Snyman 
gave you this instruction in respect to the necessity of such a directive? Did you agree, did you differ? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: I agreed. 

MR BOOYENS: Explain to the Commission why? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: I agreed on the condition that the right persons were identified, and at that 
time I agreed because in my opinion this country was in an inexplicable war situation. 

People died all over, on both sides. Both sides were involved in illegal activities. We killed each other. We 
did not act according to the rules on both sides. Legal acts was in my opinion just not sufficient enough. 

There were continuous attacks on police stations and on members and their houses. Structures collapsed and 
I believed that by doing this, this revolutionary violent onslaught against the State could be stopped. 

MR BOO YENS: And to bring it closer to home, concerning this application - you have spoken broadly, can 
you just come back to what you have said now specifically. What role of Mr Goniwe and the people who 
were active with him, did they also fall into this category? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, definitely. 

CHAIRPERSON: Mr Van Rens burg, tell me you talk about a directive and what you did and at the same 
time you say you agreed with what was meant. 

In this light, this directive, does it matter? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, it does matter. 

CHAIRPERSON: How so? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Well, it matters that an authorised instruction as I saw it. 
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CHAIRPERSON: If you were willing to participate in these murders, how does the fact that there was a 
directive, affect it? 

MR JA SE VAN RENSBURG: Probably not in the doing, but in the context I don't believe that I felt at that 
stage that I could give such authorization myself. 

MR BOOYENS: Would you have taken the steps to initiate this operation without having received this 
instruction? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSB URG: No, I wouldn't have. 

MR BOOYENS: So, you said you did not have a - and you agreed that - let me put it in another way, it is 
something that we asked Mr Van Zyl - if the information that you had in your possession was that the people 
who were identified as targets, were totally innocent or that they were to be killed because of another motive 
that had nothing to do with the safety of the State, would you have had anything to do in this process? 

MR JA SE VAN REN BURG: No. 

MR BOOYENS: So you say in this context that you did not have any problem with this directive and you 
agreed to it? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: After the discussion between yourself and Colonel Snyman, what happened then? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: The same day I went to Mr Du Plessis but he was not available and I called 
in Mr Van Zyl, and informed him of what Colonel Snyman's instruction was. 

MRBOOYENS: Just to get a clear picture, Mr Du Plessis was then in command of the black situation and he 
had the rank of Major? 

MR JANSE YAN RENSBURG: No, Mr Du Plessis I think he was a Major or Lieutenant Colonel. 

MR BOO YENS: And Mr Van Zyl? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: I think he was a Captain. 

MR BOOYENS: Both of them were junior in rank in relation to you, were you a Lieutenant Colonel or a full 
Colonel? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: I think I was a Lieutenant Colonel. 

MR BOO YENS: I see you became a full Colonel in 1986? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, that is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: What did you tell Mr Van Zyl? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: I told Mr Van Zyl what Mr Snyman told me. I told him that Colonel 
Snyman expressed his opinion that the only way to save the situation, was the elimination of Goniwe and his 
immediate ring leaders who moved with him. 

And that Colonel Snyman requested the possibility to do this was to be investigated and the right persons had 
to be identified who acted with Goniwe. 

And also that we should not act before it was discussed with Colonel Snyman. 

MR BOOYENS: It was your order that they didn't have to do anything? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, this was his instruction. 
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MR BOOYENS: Now, did you discuss this matter later with Mr Du Plessis, why was he brought into the 
picture? 

MR JAN EVAN RENSBURG: Because he was the Head of that unit in which Mr Van Zyl was and he was 
Mr Van Zyl's senior. 

MR BOOYENS: You give the order and did Van Zyl indicate that he would carry out the instruction? 

MR JAN EVAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOO YENS: If we can just take what happened in the meantime. During this stage, let me put it to you 
as such, at some stage him and Du Plessis came back to you? 

MRJANSE VAN RENSB URG: That is correct. 

MR BOO YENS: Was there also liaison between yourself and Mr Du Plessis and or yourself and Van Zyl and 
or between all three of you to identify the final members? 

MRJANSE VANRENSBURG: Yes, there was. 

MR BOOYENS: Tell us about this. 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: It was mostly that they acknowledged to me that Mr Goniwe travelled a lot 
in this division. 

That he usually met with people like Mr Mkonto and Mr Calata and sometimes others or that others travelled 
with him, and visited other places with him. 

They acknowledged that certain persons were important persons who were part of Goniwe's activities, and 
helped realise his objectives and that they felt it was possible to intercept them without being seen and to 
eliminate them. 

MR BOOYENS: You have mentioned, that is feedback while the investigation was ongoing? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOO YENS: Eventually did they come with a final decision or let's call it a final group of persons, did 
they come back to you with that? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOO YENS: Can you remember this group, how many people were in this group? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: The people I can remember was Mr Fort Calata, Mr Goniwe, Mr Mkonto 
and then they had a cousin or a brother of Mr Goniwe, and there was Mr Jacobs and then they spoke about a 
man from Oudtshoorn - afterwards we knew it was Mr Mhlawuli. 

I would guess it was about seven or eight in total. 

MR BOOYENS: Did you receive feedback why in their opinion these persons qualified as cohorts of Mr 
Goniwe? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. They told me that these persons were responsible especially in the rural 
area of the Eastern Province, for the unrest and the collapse of the council's or the local management level 
law system, that was replaced in some places by people's courts. Policing was not possible by the driving out 
of police members and they caused that normal flow of the government could not continue. 

CHAIRPERSON: Mr Booyens, when you get to a convenient stage? 

MR BOO YENS: I was actually going to suggest that this might be Mr Chairman. 
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COMMISSION ADJOURNS 

ON RES UMPTION: 

DATE: 25-02-1998 

NICOLAAS JAKOBUS JANSE VAN REN B URG: (s.u.o) 

EXAMINATION BY MR BOOYENS: (cont) 

Mr Van Rensburg, just before we adjourned to a man from Oudtshoorn, can you expand on that? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: The information that was given to me with regard to Mr Mhlawuli, is that 
he was a person from Oudtshoorn and that he sometimes was seen with Mr Goniwe and others in Cradock 
among other places, and that he had played a pivotal role in Oudtshoorn with regard to organisations similar, 
youth organisations and community organisations and alternative structure organisations, which he would 
have established and maintained in Oudtshoorn in order to increase or elevate the revolutionary climate in 
Oudtshoorn to such a degree that it would transgress to an ungovernable situation. 

MR BOOYENS: Can you remember - would you like to add something? 

MR JANSE VAN RE SBURG: It was also communicated to me that he apparently would also recruit some 
youths for training in other countries. 

MR BOO YENS: Can you recall whether they possessed certain documents or papers, that is Mr Van Zyl and 
Mr Du Plessis? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, I cannot remember that. It was communicated to me by Mr Du Plessis. I 
cannot recall which documentation they had. 

MR BOOYENS: Mr Van Rensburg, at this stage when they approached you with the final group, what did 
you tell them to do? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: I told them that they should go to Colonel Snyman for his authorization, for 
his further instructions. 

MR BOOYENS: And you did not accompany them? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, I did not. 

MR BOOYENS: Did they return to you? 

MR JANSE YAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: What did they tell you, anything about Colonel Snyman? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: They told me that Colonel Snyman had approved an operation whereby Mr 
Goniwe and some of his cohorts would be eliminated. 

MR BOO YENS: Did you engage in further discussion regarding - now it is about the how, the when and the 
where? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: If you would refer to page 27, at the top. You state here that you engaged in discussion with 
the two and this concerned the modus 012erandi of the operation. Can you tell us what was said and what 
occurred? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, the modus operandi which would be used, was discussed. The .ffiQQUS 
Qperandi regarding the execution of the instructions, that the Security Police could not be pointed out. 

My opinion was that it should be considered that the operation appear as a robbery or a vigilante attack. 
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MR BOO YENS: You also state the AZAPO UDF situation in your statement, what is that? 

MR JAN EVAN RENSBURG: At that stage, there was conflict between the AZAPO group and the UDF 
group which had already led to bloodshed in the black townships of that time in Port Elizabeth. 

CHAIRPERSO : What did you think would happen if the operation was a success and the people believed 
in the situation that you created, that Mr Goniwe and his colleagues were killed by an opposing organisation? 

MR JAN E VAN RENSBURG: Mr Chairman, I cannot imagine that we actually considered that. The 
objective was to divert it away from us. 

CHAIRPERSON: But the point is that some of the problems which you considered, were the attacks in the 
areas where there was unrest. 

MR JANSE YAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

CHAIRPERSON: So these murders or would these murders not have aggravated the situation? 

MR JANSE VAN REN BURG: It could possibly have done so. 

CHAIRPER ON: Isn't the probability that it would have worsened if the people thought that it was an 
opposing organisation who carried out these activities? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: It is probable. 

MR BOOYENS: Was it considered at that stage? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, it was not. 

MR BOOYENS: And did it play any kind of role in your discussions, in other words did you want the 
situation to escalate? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, we did not want that. If I recall correctly, the other group, the AZAPO 
group was by far the minority at that stage, that is my recollection. 

MR BOOYENS: So, the planning was undertaken regarding how the operation would be executed and the 
where and when would have to be a reaction to information received, is that correct? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: Can you recall whether you again had contact with them or received any kind of 
communication with regard to the specific planning for the time and place of the operation? 

I beg your pardon, that is a weak question. Did you know beforehand whether they would carry out the 
operation on the 27th of June? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, I did not know that. 

MR BOOYENS: When did you hear of that? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: The following morning. 

MR BOO YENS: From whom? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Colonel Snyman and Mr Van Zyl came to tell me that the operation had 
been executed. 

MR BOO YENS: Did they give any particulars regarding who was killed and so forth? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, they told me who had been killed. 
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MR BOO YENS: Did they mention the names of the four deceased? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BOO YENS: Just for clarity sake, I understood that there were more people who were identified in this 
group? 

MRJANSEVA 

MR BOO YEN : This took place in June, and is it correct that during July it was a partial state of emergency 
that was happening in the Eastern Cape? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, I can remember something like that? 

MR BOO YE S: In so far as your knowledge reaches, was anything or was any action taken to eliminate any 
other members of the initial group? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, there was not. 

MR BOO YENS: You discuss the political objectives and motivations on page 28 of your application? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BOOYENS: Do you confirm everything that is stated in the application? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, I confirm this. 

MR BOOYENS: If you would return to page 26. The situation as sketched by you in the second paragraph 
that Major Du Plessis and Captain Van Zyl approached you and that they approached Colonel Snyman after 
that, is that how you remember the situation? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. I provided a broader basis of what occurred. My legal counsel said that 
I would have to provide oral testimony at a later stage where I would provide full details of the events. 

MR BOO YENS: So your summary as contained in the second paragraph on page 26 is not entirely complete, 
is that so? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, that is correct. 

MR BOOYENS: Would the Commission grant me a moment? That is the testimony, thank you very much. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR BIZOS: General Van Rensburg, you told the Committee that Colonel 
Snyman would not have done this unless it was ordered from above? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes, that is how I believe it. 

MR BIZOS: Can I take it that you yourself would not have taken part in this unless orders came from above? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Yes. 

MR BlZOS: At the time that Mr Snyman told you that Goniwe and his colleagues were to be killed, an order 
from above, did you ask Colonel Snyman who gave him the order? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Colonel Snyman did not tell me that he received orders from above. I made 
the assumption and I did not ask Colonel Snyman who had issued the orders. 

MR BIZOS: Now, you see I can understand that he would not have told you the names at the time, but from 
your knowledge of Colonel Snyman and the sort of person that he is and the way that he behaved, you 
assumed that somebody had told him. I can understand that at the time, you would not have wanted to ask 
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him the name because I assume like all highly illegal activity, the rule of need to know applied. Would you 
agree with that? 

MR JAN EVAN RENSB URG: I would agree. 

MR BIZOS: But now, General I want to ask you this. The time of the need to know has passed us, hasn't it? 

MR .JANSE VAN RENSB URG: That is correct. 

MR BIZOS: And we are now at a stage where we have to in the interests of these proceedings and general 
reconciliation and for the success of your own application, to be completely open and not protect anyone, 
would you agree with that? 

MR JAN E VAN RENSBURG: Yes, I agree. 

MR BIZOS: Now, at the time that you were preparing your applications, and Colonel Snyman is a co
applicant, did you ask him who were the Army people that said that these, what is the word you used, I have 
it here, these gangsters or words to that effect, should be killed? I will find the word used by the interpreter. 

MR JA SE VAN REN BURG: I think it could have been cohorts. 

MR BIZOS: Cohorts, yes, Goniwe and his cohorts. I think that another word was used, but it doesn't matter. 

Whilst you were preparing these applications, surely you would have gone to Colonel Snyman and say 
Harold, we are at the end of the road, we've got to make public admissions that our children and 
grandchildren have got to hear, let's tell the whole truth, who was it that told you. 

Did you go and ask him that? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: Mr Chairman, after I decided to apply for amnesty for these murders, I went 
to my legal counsel and we prepared a preliminary application. 

I then went to Colonel Snyman and I informed him of my intent to apply for amnesty. At that stage, Colonel 
Snyman did not wish to discuss the matter with me. It was clear to me that he had not yet reconciled the 
matter with himself to apply for amnesty and he would not discuss it with me at all. 

I later was notified through my legal counsel that Colonel Snyman had also applied for amnesty. I initially on 
a very recent date, heard or saw what his application involved. 

MR BIZOS: You have the same Attorney, the same counsel? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BIZOS: You have a common interest in the outcome of these proceedings? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BIZOS: Do you realise how important it is for the purposes of full disclosure, that Colonel Snyman and 
you should not keep anything back? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: That is correct. 

MR BIZOS: When you knew all that and you had the same Attorney and the same counsel, did you go back 
to Mr Snyman and say it is in the interest of all of us that the identity of the Army people that said at the 
GBS that Goniwe and his cohorts must be killed, and the person that gave you the order to do this, should 
become known, did you do that? 

MR JANSE VAN RENSBURG: No, I did not do this. As I have already stated I went to see him and he read r ~ 
my preliminary application. ~ 

l~ 
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